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D1 
D 
The decision taken in 19G9 by the Council, acting on a propcsal from 
the Comll1ission, to include the sector of non--electrical heating, cooking 
and water-heating appliances in the general progra.."Nile on the. removal 
of technical barriers to trade,was a good one • 
. rl'here are indeed serious barriers to trade in this sector, which is of 
considerable economic i~portance, but ideas-on the subject differed 
so much from ono Member State to anothor that it was only after 
considerable effort that the Commission managed. to fulfil its cOinr.tl:h,uerlts 
and keep to the timetable which the Council had decided on in its resolution 
on industrial policy adopted on 19 December 1973 {*). According to. 
this timetable it was required to forward. to the Cou1~-::il, befor:; 
.1 Janu~~ 1975, an outline directive enumerating the general principles 
. 
governing the sector as a whole, together with an initial special 
directive relating to certain appliances. 
A comparative study of the·laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions in force in the Member states in the sector of appliances 
using gaseous fuels has revealed that thGre arc cona~de~able divergences 
bshmen these regulations governing, on the one hand; production 
cri te:da and safety systems and, on the other the conditions under 
v1hich these appliances are testedo 
(-:<-) CJ 1~° C 117 1 31 December 1973 
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The diffioul ties encountered in the trade in these app;J.ia.n.ces between the Member 
states an mainly due to the obligation to obtain "national approval" for these 
I ' 
appliances and to the fact that they have to bear the. e.:pp~opr;ia.~e .marks and 
seals in the various countries- This obligation is based on either national 
regulations or standards or o.ther specifications com'plianoe ·With which is · 
mandatory. · · ' 
At the level of trade, this means that manufac.t~ers have_ to divers:i,.f'y -their 
range of products in order to take account ot regulations in force in t~e Member 
state where ·these gas appliances are to ·be.usea and 'will be SUQjected to·repeate~ 
inspections, which are freciuently carried out i%{ accordance· nth different 
procedures. · .. 
The na~icnal 'laws ~t present in force are justified b,y the need to prptect the 
ool'lS'Wilert and h~oniz.ation appears to be .-tbe only possi}.)le wq to remove· the 
dia.wbacks cause,d b,y the divergence of these ·1a.ws and thus creat.e a favourable 
climate fo-r trade. This, .-·howev-el",, is difficult. Duri·ng ·the last ;few decades, 
. 
the natural res~'Uroes· of some M.ember state.s, and. the discover,y .pf co,nsid~rable 
reserves of natural gas, have led .. the gas. industries to ·put -on the· mark;e:~. 
co~bustible gases of different types and properties (Wobbe index, toxicity 
rating, etc.). These o~ be broken down in~o three: types ·' 
' '.'~ j • • 1 
. (1) natural ,gas;· 
. (2), -~anufactur~d ~s; \ . . ' ' 
·t' 
(3) liquifi~~_petroleum gas. 
Tha.t has frequently meant that manufacturers have had to produce appliances 
capable of "conversion" to these three types of gas. But in addition, the 
design of gas appliances has ha.d to be varied to take account of other ~mportant 
points which have helped to increase the complexity of the situation in this 
sector. These are, in particular : 
-the different installation conditions required qy_the regul~tions, 
- different gas and water pressures, 
- dimension.s of tubes and connections in force in the different countries and · 
subject to national standards •. 
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As a result, the £,~ember states, which have for a long time conducted 
their own independant efforts to rationaliz~ their production and define 
design a.'l'ld safety rules, have elaboratGd standards nnd drawn up 
provisions based mainly upon their national situation • 
:illx:aroination of the different lav;s and regulations in force shows that 
the technical and administrative provisions in the field concerned vary 
enormously from one Hember state to another. 
rl1hese difficulties, which prevent manu!acturers and consumers form 
benefiting from the economies of scale to be offered by free access to 
a market of 250 million consumers, caru1ot all be resolved by directives 
relating to the products, for at all events it will be necessary for these 
produ~ts to be adapted to the conditions in force (particularly the t~~e 
and pressure of the gas) in the plaoe v.rhere they are to be installed. 
Rowever, it has beco~e evident that a high degree of simplification of the 
approval procedures could be achieved if a mutual recognition of controls, 
based on test uni.formy accepted ... :.:hroughou.t the Community and carried 
out by recognised borU.es in ea0h Uember state, could be perfected. 
This general procedure and the provisions applying to all the appliances 
in this industrial sector are defined in the attached outline directive. 
:t:+ :is accompanied by an initial special directive on water-heaters which 
indicates a tentative application of tha primiples embodied in the 
outline directive and thus points out the path along. which the Co~~ission 
intends to directi its efforts, 
2. .Q.QllMENT§. ON THE PROPC:§ED QE:NERAL DDI.ECTIVE 
The free movement of appliances using gaseous fuels is lampered by obstacles 
duo in particular to the differences in safety criteria, and consequently 
in the laws adopted to e:nsure compliance with them in the variouo IIember 
states. 
:'" 4 ,,. . 
The COJDDlis~ion has dr~wing thiQ general Direc~ive_, and .wil,l ~w up Special 
direotiy~s i~ the future, ~ th the aim o.f JJ.a.nnonizing reg)l].atio~ in this 
import~~ ~ector. 
With the entry into force of. the general Directive~· Co~ty trade in gas 
appliances will be greatlY facilitated. As special directives harmonizing 
l ' • • ' ' • ' 
specific sectors come into force, manufaotur_ers wilL be able to oonst~t 
their products in con.formi t1 with common laws, thus obta.i.niAg access to the 
' '... ' 
whole Community market. These speeial directives may be based either on 
a harmonized standard to which reference is· made or on technical annexes. 
The harmonization system proposed by. the Commission is_ the ''optional" method. 
This means that th& Directive is mer~+Y inten~ed. supplement, ~ not.repla.ce, 
the ... lega.l proyisi?ns.a.nd r_egula.tio:n,s in force i~ individ~ Member st.,tes_· 
a.s far a.s their domestic markets at~ concerneo .. 
. In other words, since this 
Directive· doe13 not compulsorily replace the· provisions a.t pre·sent i'n fore·e in 
ihdividual Member states, a. manufacturer who i's not interested in the· ·much 
more extensive market offered· by the Cormn'tlnity, may continue hls· produc.tion 
according to the legal p~ovisions in his countcy and may try out technicQl 
innovations purely for use on the domestic market. If, however, for a 
pfJ,I'ticuiar category of appliMce, a manufacturer feels that his interests 
will be better served by a much larger potential market such as that offered 
' ' I • '• ' • 
by the Community, he will be free to apply this Directive ~n the knowledge, 
that, if he complies with its 'contents, hi~ gas appliance will be acoe~~ed 
on the markets of all the other Member states. 
Some special directives may nevertheless lay down detailed rules concerning 
the substitution of the Co~t,y•s technical requirements for national 
provisions in force, when particularly important problems ooncerni,ng security 
aremvolved qy the directive. 
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The sector of appliances using ga::.eous fuels for instantaneous production 
of hot water for domcsti0 purposes has been taken as th~ first example 
of the application of the ger.eral directive in view of its specific 
features : 
production of impor·tant series of appliances intend~d for very wide 
circulation wi.thin the Community, 
diffi~ulties not as great as in other sectors in harmor.izing the 
c.ifferent national lnv.rs and regulations conGerning manufacturing requirements 
and v~rification systems. 
The rated capacity values,to which this directive applies, ar~ those used 
at.present and contempJ.ated for the future for the production of 
gas appliano~s for domestic use. It w:ts ~el t :prefe:-ab~.e to have four 
categories of appliance, each with a fc:~irly wide range of capt~ci ty values, 
in order to avoid interc~1angeabili ty of components betwec.n a_ppliances 
in different capacity ranges, as this might adversely affect the 
functioning of the appliance and endanger the user. 
The Directive is int0nded particularly to ~a~nonize aspects closely connected 
with safety but it will also define a,~ceptable performance valu..;s in 
view of the current need to cons0rv8 energy. 
An effort has "'ueen made as far as possible to leave the /manufacturGr free to 
Q8~iae upon produ~tion specifications, plans aud drawings in ordor to allow 
free competition. Special attO!ltion has beon given to defin~ng the conditions 
to be fulfilled and to t~e methods for securing reproducibility of tests 
to ensure that tllesG conditions have bean fulfilledo 
Th8 possibi l.i ty of a.llowing a special directive to contain certr.in exceptions 
may be contemplated 1 provided its se ape and limits can be clee/rly defined. 
The harmonization system proposed by :J:;he Co:nmi.ssi~n is .. the · 11<lptiona.l" 
, " 4 ' I .. ~ • "• '' 
method, this means that the Directive must b~ applied ~or trade in gas 
appl~a..'"lces between Member states, but that ·N'i tl1in each Member state the 
manufacturer· has the choice of putting on, .the market a gas a.pplia.noe 
conforming eit~er to the Community Directive or to national regulations. 
4• CO:tf5ULTATION WITH IN'l'ERES_:nrD . _,.BO....,D .... I-..ES-.. 
Praparatory to this proposal for a. directive, a very detailE.~d examination· 
of the various national regulations l'Yas fir~=St carried out. 
Extensive use was made of results obtained from standardization and inspection 
bodies .• 
From the preparatory stage, there were frequen~ contacts with consumer 
associations, inspection authorities and industry. 
This procedure allowed the Commission staff to prepare a. consistent draft 
directive ·Which was then discussed in detail at meetings of the working 
party of Commission experts to which the consumers associations, inspection 
.a.nd standardization bodies and the europea.n manufacturers associations . 
were invited. 
5. CONSULTATION OF THE :i!.'UROPB;AN PARLIA:UNT A.TID THE ECON0IHC AND SCCIAL QOMM!T~ 
Pursuant to the second paragraph of Article lOO C?f the Treaty, .the opinion 
. .. 
of these two bodies is necessary as the implementa.tio~ of the provisionn 
... ' t 
laid down will involve the amendment of lesisla.tion in Bome Member ·states. 
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AlntH:X: TO THE EX:PL.A.NATORY ]Jffi;J:.:JOHANDUM 
List of the main laws in force in the Nember states relating to appliances 
using gaseous f~els 
GERT:fANY 
- LaH on the energy industry 13 December 1935 (D.GBI. I, p. 1451) 
-Law on the technical working equipment 24 June 1968 (BGBL I, p. 717) 
BELGI_T.}11 
- Law of 12 April 1965 on the transport of gaseous and other products 
by pipes. 
li'TIANCE 
- Decret n° 62-6')8 of 23 !!Jay 1962 
- Arrete of 15 October 1962 as ~~ended by arretes of 17 Cctober 1963, 
31 l!arch 1964 and 17 March 1967 
- Arrete of 21 February 1966 as amended by arrete of 15 September 1966 
- Decret n° 54856 of 13 April 1954. 
rr1.1A:SY 
- Law of 16 June 1927 n° 1132 (Constitution of the National Association 
for Combustion Control) 
- Ministerial decree of 12 July 1912 as amended by the ministerial decrees 
of 15 October 1924 and 26 February 1927 
- Law of 6 December 1971 n° 1083 (Standard for the safe use of combustible 
gas). 
NETHER :,_A £m§. 
- Standards for domestic gas appliances, natural gas, June 1968 
Amendments "Gas" .§§, 6, 302, June 1968. 
- Standards for central heating boilers, January 1965 
Amendments "Gas" .§§, 6, 3r2, June 1968. 
- Standards for large l:i tchen appliances, August 1965 
Amendments "'}as" 88, 6, 302, June 1963. 
UNITED KINGD@i 
":tegulations 1973" on heating appliances. 
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ffiOPOS..'\.L FOR A COUNCIL DIRECITVE 
.. . ~ . . .. 
on the approximation of the laws of the Member states 
on pt'ovisions common to aW,lia.noes using ga.seou13 fuels, 
·to saf~ty and control devices intended. for these appli• 
ances, and to the methods of inspection of th~se -~~lianoes 
M COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COIMJNITY, 
Having roga.rd •to the Treaty establishing the European Soonomio Community, and 
· · iri partioula:i.- Article 100 thereof, 
Hating regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the·Economio and Social Oammitte, 
Whereas in some Member States mandatory provisions determine the technical 
oha.rateristics of construction, of inspection and/or of operation o~ appli• 
a.noes using gaseous fueis; whereas these requirements differ f'rom one Member 
State to another; l'rhereas these diffeNncos hinder ~a.de and may create 
unequal conditions of competition within the European Economic Community; 
Hhereas these hindrances to the establishment and functioning of the common 
market may be reduced and eliminate.d if the same o.pply· in each of the Member 
States, whether they complement or replace its present laws;;. · 
Whereas to oheclcs on compliance with these technical requiremGnts a.re 
I 
necessary in order to protect effectively users and others; whereas the exist-
ing inspection procedures differ from one Meber State to another, and whereas 
in order to achieve the free movement of the appliances within the common· 
market and to avoid appliances in question, it is necessary to provide for 
mutual recognition of inspection operations among the 1·iember States; 
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Whereas, in order to fc:,cili tate this mutual reoogni tion of inspection 
measures it is necessary in particular to establish adequate EEC approval 
and TIEC verification procedures, and to harmonize the criteria to be taken 
into account for desig.natinc the bodies responsible for c~rying out 
verifications; 
ifuereas in ecch !.iem"!)er Stc:.te the reepQ!.!Eibili ty of the authorities which 
curry out the inspection is defined in a different way, making harmonisation 
in this field necessar;n 
Trlhereas the presence on m1 C',ppliance using g::tseous fuels of Y:JEC signs or 
marks indicating the EEC c:.pproval procedure to which is has been subjected 
implies that the appliance satisfies the relevant technical requirements 
and therefore that 1;hen the appliance is imported or put into operation 
it is unn~cessary to repeat the inspections which have already been carried 
out; 
vlhereas natioru".l rules in the sector of e~ppliances using gaseous fuels 
cover numerous classes of appliances using gaseous faels which have ~ddely 
differing usages and capc.ci ties; whereas it is appropriatG to lc:.y down in this 
Directive general provisions dealing in particular with EEC approval and 
EEC verificc:.tion procedures; whereas special directives for each olass of 
appliance lay down requirements concerning the technical design and the 
procedures for inspection of these appliances and, where appropriate, the 
conditions under which the Community technical requirements are to replace 
nation2,l provisions in fnroe; 
Whereas in order to allow for technical progress, prompt adaptation of the 
teonical rc~uirements laid down in the directives on appliances using 
gaseous fules is necessary; whereas in order to facilit~te the i@pleoentation 
of the measures necessary for this purpose, a procedure establishing close 
co-operation bet11een the Moober States and the Commission within the 
Comn1ittee on the adaptation to teclLnical progress of directives for removin~ 
technical bc:.rriers to tr::de in the sector of applicr10es usinc gaseous fules 
must be laid do1in; 
., 
'' ( 
~ /' 
Whereas i:t_ may happe~ t~t _applia.noes using ~seous fUels put on the market, , , 
while sa~isfying ?ne requirements. of the relevant special directive, jeopm_,diset. · .. 
safety; whereas J. t ,is necessary to lay down a procedure designed to lessen 
this danger J 
'· 
Whereas in the Member States, different oondi tions as regards types of gas 
and fuel feed ~assures are in foroe, and whereas these mandatory conditions 
cannot be ha,monized in view of the fact that the ener£!3 Bl:lPPlY and distri-
bution situation is epeoific to each Member State, 
HAS ADOP!'ED 'IRIS DIRECTIVE: 
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!..rticle 1 
l. For the purposes of this Directive, "gas applia..'l'lce" means g 
A) e_ny appliance for cooking, heatine, hot 'imter production, refrige-
ration, lightine or washing~ 
B) any safety and control device intended for these appliances; inten-
ded for use on land and capable of using gaseous fuels under the 
uctu~l conditions of supply specified for the appliance. 
2. For the purposes of this Directive end of the special directives; 
EIDC-type galS appliance moans any appliance manufactured so as to 
satisfy the provisions of the spoci£.1 directives for that category 
of ~s appliance. 
3. Model of the appliance moans the gas appliance manufactured in mass production 
or representative of a mass production series. 
~ti,cle, g 
The Member States shall not prohibit or restrict, for reasons concerning 
construction ~d methods of inspection, the placing on the market, and 
may not refuse connection to the distribution netv-10rk n.nd the putting 
into service for a use conforming with its intended purpose, of a gas 
appliance of EEC corresponding to the requirements"laid down in the relevant 
special directive, and has been inspected in accordance with the conditions 
laid docm in this Directive and the relevant special directive. 
l/ 
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1. For each category of gas appliance the spacial directives shall specify 
the technical characteristics and the methods of inspection, testing 
.. . 
~ Where appropriate, operation. 
2. They shall specify for the category of gas appliance concerned the con-. ..~ 
di tions under . which it is. subject to EEC approval and EEC verification. 
. ., 
'3. · They lnay specifythe date on which the national proVJ.SJ.ons conforming 
to the rel~vant special directive are to replace completely th~natio­
. nal provisions previously applicable. 
Article .g. 
~e responsibility_ of the inspection aut~ority, notified in accordance with 
' . 
Annex III section A of this Directive, tihioh has carried out the inspection is 
limited to examination perform~d in accordance \iith the provisions of the 
directives relating to the gas appliance and to the tasks which are entrusted to 
that authority by these directives. 
1'..rticle ,5 
The symbol ! imposted on tho appliance in accordance with the oondi tions set 
out in the present directive testifies."that that a~plianoe meets the. speoifi• 
cations of the present directive a;nd the relat~ve special directive •. 
Appliance bearing this s,mbol [ is not subject to frequent control. 
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CHAPTER II 
- ·-
Jl.rticl~ 
1. EEC approval shall constitute a preliminary step to EEC verification. 
2. The inspection authorities shall grant, on applicaiton from the manu-
facturer or his agent domiciled in a Member State, EEC approval to any 
standard model 1 of a ·eas appliance which satisfies the technical pro-
visions laid dovm in the special directive relating to that category 
of ga.s appliance. 
3. Application for EEC approval of a given model of gas appliance may be 
~~bmitted in only one Member State. 
4· The inspection authorities shall follow the procedure for granting 
EEC approval in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter and 
of Sections 1 and 2 of Annex I. 
Article 7 
1. If the results of the exmination described in item 2 of Section 2 
of P~ex I are satisfactory, the inspection authority which has carried 
out this examination shall draw up an EEC approval certificate and for-
ward it to the applicant. The latter shall affix the ~~C approval mark on 
each mass-produced g'C'.s appliance manufactured in accordance with the 
model which has obt~ined EEC approval. 
2. ~le provisions relating to the certificate, the EEC approval mark and the 
announcement of the EEC approval are set out in Sections 3 and 4 of Annex I. 
3. The special directives may lay down ti1at EEC approval is dependant on ' :c.·· :.:1 c 
certain conditions or limited in time. 
~·· The manufacturer shall inform the inspection authority 1vhen a model of 
an applienco which he:.s received. EEC·· approval is put into mass production. 
•' 
5· ~my' modification to a model of a.n. appliance which has obtained EEC a,pproval 
shall be the subject of a new ~pPlicatiori for approval, except where the 
modification does not affect one or mo~e conditions or parameters used 
as a basis for the tests required for· l;be granting of the approval. 
The inspection authority shall then carry out only those tests required 
for the gt-anting of apprO'V'a.4 the results of wllio:Q. might be affected by 
the modification. 
Article 8 
1. The inspection anthori ty 'which has granted EI!lC e.pproval sha:;L~ wi thdra.w 
' . ' " ..- ' ' ' . ' .. ' ~ ~ 
it if it finds that gas appliances the model of which has peen th.a _~b-. 
jeot of approval: 
- do p,ot. ~onform to the model or to ~he PJ'Ovisions of the re}.eya.nt -
speoial directive; 
.... reveal a. fault likely to jeopardize safety. 
2. Withdrawal of EEC approval may be decided upon only by the inspection 
authority which granted i:t. This authority shall immediately ipform the 
party concerned, the inspection authorities specified in the list 
SU:pplied in a.ooorda.noe with Art.iole 151 and the Commission. 
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CHLP'fER·III ___ ......,_ 
1. The purpose of EEC ·..rerif'icc-::.tion is~o -.check -the-confm.>Ini't;y of go_s 
applian~·es in mass production with the modal •':Thich obt,1ined approvaL 
' 2. T:1e oanufagturer shall apply every method judged to be ~seful in order 
to sa:tisfy 'himself th::tt the a]!plic.nces ma'ie in mass prc1duction conform 
\ 
to the one \ih\ oh obtained a.pprovc.l r..nd to 'the recnrirements of' the re .. , . \ . \ . 
levant spe·Jial di:~eo"t,ive. '· 
' 
3. Where an ap:Jlinnco ·-oorlrorming to the ap:provod m~al has not been rJanu"· 
\. '\ 
faoturcd in the Comra:uni ~ the inspection autho:::-i t~~ 'cf, th3 Mo:,lber 
. ~ 
State into which thA-t ~.ppltano,e =i:s imported from thu ~try of ori,:sin 
' \ 
shall subject each batch of ~pplia."lcec to an appropriate vr1ific,o.:tton 
a."ld cm a ·~ " verifica"i;ion m~k r:hall be affixed cn.nac.h....:lpPH~'"~-"lr....e... 
- ~~ \ ' ,_, ~ 
~~.~c!e 1£., 
·~. \ 
1. The manufc::..cttU'eJ:' shall make avaihl.ble to thQ im~pection authority 
\ ' 
the rccords 1 reports or any other 
gns npplianocs have been verified 
lL____ I . im.~at;i.or"-- i:ndi.GJ.~ that the 
\ ., 
in ;o.coord.a1.1.0~ with itM:i.ol~ ~'. 
\ 
2. ·I'~1e m:o..nufac-turor shall not refuse -l,;he :l:nspectiO'l\ r:.u t}J.orhy ac-uess to tLo 
' '·. 
ma.mrl'acturing promises if satisfactory execution OJ;, the tc.!Jk on·v-rusted 
to this c.uthori ty by the dir.ecti ves ccncern:i.:ng-tl~e .. awJ.j.anoa ...reqa:Lr~ 
S'~ah access. 
The special di· .. ·0cti ves shall specify for the type of g:t,S [,ppliance in 
question the :proaedur·es to be follo;.;,'3d "Jy the inB~x:c;"'vion nu thori ty fot· 
EEC verifica.~ion. 
1. r:'he inspscticn a.uthori ty shall, in accordance ;vi th :..rticleR 10 !.!!d. 11, 
be enc..bled to cc::rry out ar.y inspection judged to be nccensarytin order 
to satisf~- itself that tho verification cr:.rriad c::;ut by thc manufc::,cture:::-
is satisfac-cory. 
2. If a cpccial directive so requires, the insp0ction a.uthori ty shall :i. sm:.e :;;, 
certificate sho1«1ing the inspoo·t;ion p:roceJ.ures carried out e..nd thm.r resu.l ts •. 
·- kit.Q~ 1~ 
fue speciar<fire·:::ti7es mc.y l2.y clo;.m. ti:.a.t a:)pli::.naos in m.:1ss p::..--oduction shcJ.l 
ben:r numbers onabling then to be ide:a.t1 f:i.4-"'· 
.! ' . - ': .. ... ( ....... s·-
' p •• ·~ ' J 
;. ' " I • ,.,.,,.',.., • 
h' \ ~ "' ~ 
OHt.Pr:ElR IV 
...... . ... 
Aftipld.ltL 
Section A of ltnnex III sots out the criteria which the Member .States must ta~ 
into consideration in .~PP9intin~_the inspection authorities, t4e. names ·of 
whioh·are to be n9tified in accordance with ~~tiole 15. 
' ' ' ' ' ·. 
,• ' .. 
Each Member··states "Shall c-ommunicate to the other Member States and the 
Commission a ·list of its inspectio~ atithority or authorities whioh 
are authorized to ccrry out inspection tasks, speQifying whether euch 
tasks arc limited to the exeoution of c~tail1 ins~ection proceduresJ any 
. . ~ -
subsequent amendment .to this list shall liketdse' be oOill.l:ll\lnioa.ted.· 
• ,' ..t • 
. ~ticle 16 
Tha Member· States shall take a.ll necessary measures to prevent the use 
on gas appliances of marks or inscription~ liable to be confused with 
tha ETIIC approval mark. . . , 
' ·~ 
. ' 
·' 
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i'.rtic1e 17 
..... .....__. .... ,,~;:;.J,.. 
The <->.n:~'nd'llentE' necessary to adapt lumcxes I and II ;Jf this Di:rcc·bi ve in 
linG with ~;echn~cal progress shall be L13/:le in aocord:::..."lco i..ri th the pro--
cedure lai."l do>.n in l:.:rticle lJ. 
lf'he E>l)eoial directives re l.ating+o t;as appl:!.Mc.:;s wi -~hin t:1e rJ.eanir:,::s of 
.~'.rtiele 1 (1) sho.ll s"l)ecify whid1 of the provisions of their technical 
:1m1exes may be ad::tpted by this procedurG. 
1. L committee, hereinaft0r called the "Commi 2~·ceen is hereby set ·:::9 to 
ad.npt to technic?l progress those directives which couoern the remove,l 
cf technic2,l ba:rr:l.r.:Jrs to trade in gu;s ap:')liP~"loes. It shall consist 
of rer:"esc:mt~ti 11es of the Member St::-,tes 1..ri th 1. :;, .'Jprcsentative of the 
Cornrniss:.on as Chair:nc.n. 
2. r:1e Comr .. i ttee shall Gdopt its mm rules of procedure • 
. :ii'tiole 1 q 
~--·· - ,....!lllli .. 
1. vJi:.:::re ihe procec.ure la1.d c'l.own in this fxticle i3 to "ue follovrcd, mat-
t3:."s shc"ll be reforrc;;cl to the Comr:i tt.:Je '.Jy the Chai:::-rnan, either on l1i£ 
o\m ini tio.tive or r.t t:1e request of the reproae1~tative of n Mon::.c;r 
Stnte. 
2. T.he rop.r-e'Jentati ve of th0 Commission ehall S'cl1J:·.::. t to-~ the Committee a 
drRf-'o of the mcasares to be ado1)tcd. :l'he Comd ttee she:.ll deliver its 
opinicn o~ the draft within c:_ ti:ae lini t set 'Jy tho Ch<.drmc.:.1 having 
r<3gc:.rd tu the ur g<mcy of the matter. 0 ;,!3 nions sha::.l be aC:opted 'by 
a majority of forty-one votesf the votes of Mombor Z-'v.?.tes 0eing 
W(3ig1rted as provided in ilrticle 148 (2) of -~he '::'Teaty. The (hccirm::tn 
s:.1o:J.l not vote. 
3. a) Tho Commission shall adopt ~P,.~ -~~~~sUres envisaged where they a:re 
in r~cordanoe w~th the opinion of the O~~ittee. 
b) ltfuere the measures envisaged a:re not in aooorda.noa with the opi-
nion of the Committee, or if no opinion is adopted, the Commission 
shall without delay propose to the Council the measures to be 
ad~pte4 •. T.he c~~oil shall act by a qualified majority. 
c) If, 1dthin three months of the propqsal·boing ~~bmitted to itt the 
Council has not aoted, the proposed measures shall be adopted by 
Th,e O.ommission. 
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CHAPTER VI 
-
D"EROGA.TORY CLfl.US3 
..........., .... d - p lit*_., 
.l\.rticle 20 
_..,..~,...,... 
l. Where a l\~ember State has detailed grounds :for estabU shing 
that a product although satisfying the requirenents of the 
D:rective constitutes a hazard to safety it may p~ovisionally 
pro:1ibi t tho sale of that p:roduct or su.bject it to special 
conditions ruling in its territory. It shall immediately in-· 
form the Co~nission and the other Member States thereof and giver) 
reasons for its decision. 
2. The Commission shall, within six iveeks, consult the Member States 
concerned before delivering its opinion forthwith and taking 
the appropriate steps. 
3. Where the Commission is of the opinion that technicA-l adaptations 
to the Directive are necessary, such ad~,ptations shall be adopted 
by either the Commission or the Council under the procedure laid 
down in il.rticle 19. In this event, the Member State having adopted 
safeguard measures may maintain them until such adaptations enter 
into force. 
-10-
Ar'ticle 21 
...... .....r-, • ,. 
L For the categorie_s of ~s appliances referred to in Article l (l) 
which a~e not the subject of a special directi~e, the competent 
-- aano.mstra.tive .authorities of the Member State into which the gas 
appliance is -.intended to be imported,· placed on the market and Pllt 
into servloe --shall consider as conforming to the laws, regulations 
and .a.dtnini.st-ra.tiye _provisions in force in that· State gas appliances 
•, 
which, in accordanc-e with the procedure described in Annex IV, have 
.been subjected to inspection and test.s carried out by an inspection 
authority of the Member State from which the appliance originates, in 
accordance with the methods in force in the importingMem~er State or 
~eoognized as equivalent by the administrative authorities of that 
State. 
2. Member States shall atil.oh to the reports and certificates issued 
by the inspedtion authority of the State from which the gas appliance 
or:iginat>J:::" the F-ame value as to. corresponding national documents. 
'· 
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CH:.PT:::R 7III 
___., ·-· M ,,., 
1. ~!ember States shall p11t into force the laws, regulations and adminis-
trative provisions needed in order to comply with this Directive within 
eighteen months of its notification and shall forthwith inforn the 
Commission theroof. 
2. Uember States sl1all ensure that the texts of the provisions of ndion-
al law which th3y adopt in the field covered by this Directive are 
communicated to the Commission • 
.::~~~,ole 23 
This Directive is acldressed to the Member Stutes. 
__ , ____ _ 
,, . 
L_.NNEX t 
EEC APffiOVJ'..L 
..-...:IJt I Tli Si:l -I •• 
1. A~lication f~r.~~ aPP£OVal 
1.1. The application and the correspondence relating to it shall be 
drawn up in an official lan~~ in aooorda.no• with the laws of 
the State to which the application is made1 The inspection 
authority of this Member State has the right to require that 
the annexed doouments shall.also be written in the same official 
language. 
The applicant shall send a coP.1 of his application simultaneous-
ly t'o all the inspection authorities on the lists communicated in 
aooordanoe with Article 15. 
1.2. The application shall contain the following inform~tion: 
- the ria.me and address of the canu.facturer or of ·t•his authorized 
representative or of the applicant who has his head office 
within the Community; 
- the category of appliance; 
- the intended use; 
• the technical characteristics; 
- the trade description, if anyt or the typ~~ 
1.3. The application shall be accompanied by the documents necessary 
for its evaluation, in duplioatet and in particular: 
. {' 
1.,3.1. ~~description in particnilar ofi · .. 
- the specification of the materials, the methods of construc-
tion (the oapaoity of the appliance, the maximum gas flow rate, the 
t;rpe or o~lorific value of the gases whioh oan be used, eto.); 
-the safety devices and the controls for the gas flow rate, etc.; 
-the intended locations for the conformity marking; 
- the proper installation and use fo the appliance. 
1.3.2. General ar:rangoment drawings and, where necessary, detailed 
drawings of devices which are of importance from the safety 
viewpoint. 
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1.3.3. J~ other information required by the sp0oicl directives. 
1.3.4. A declarati<Jn stating that no other application for approval 
has bean cub~itted in respect of the same model of the appliance. 
1.4. The application shall be accompanied, 'lvhere appro:>riate, by de-
cumonts relevant to the national a:>provals already granted. 
2. Examinl'l.)ion for l¥EC a;:u;_roval 
2.1. The eL~ination for EEC approval shall be carried out on tho 
bc:,sis of the desig;.1 and on t:1e nodol of the appliLmce. 
~~is exmination shall cover~ 
a) The uanufacturing method e~ployed and the execution of the 
work (techni~~es a~d materials used with the view to ensuring 
the safet~r of the appliance); 
b) inspection of the safety and sas-flow control equiprr.ent and 
of the specifioatione for the n:ode of operation. 
2.2. The special dir3ctives for t!1e ~ifferent categories of gas ap-
pliances shall specif~r in varticul<?r the field of a:pplication, the 
rilaximum permissible coefficients of cas leakage, the maximu.'1 
concontr2~tions of certain to::ic products of combustion and where 
c,ppropriat3, the specifications for natcrials ~Jhich r.:ay be used in 
the construction or ports su~ject to corrosion and fAtigue, and the 
buneral methods used in the manufacture. 
3. .J:EC-e.nproval 9ertificate and t1E>~rk 
3.1. 'Ihe certificate shdl give the results of the e~ination o:f the 
model and sha!..l s:pecify any other requireu1ents which must be 
conplied with. !t E"hall bo q,cconpa.nied by descriptions, dra1Ari:1gs and 
diagrams noce~sary to identify the model. 
The approvr-1 mark provided for in Lrtiole 7 of t:iiis Directive 
shall be a stylized letter ~ cont1-in:i.ng~ 
-in the upper part, the dietingu.ishing capital latter of the. State 
whioh ·~~ted the ap~ov~J.···{B for ·Bel{jt.~, n··f~r 'the. ·Faderai-
RepU.blio of Germany, ·DK for Demark; F·'tor F.rano~; -'I for italy, 
. · '· ; · ·, · · IRL for Ireland, L for Iwcetnbourg, ·NL· for Holland, UK for the 
·.• 
. ~ t~d. Kingdom) and the l~st two digits of the. yea.r .. of approval; 
- in·the lower part,· the dietinSulshing symbol-of ·the· authority 
which gE'a.nted approval, followed by the identification number 
' ,. • o ' .., _, I, 
of the EEC approval. ' •· · · 
·, 
•f' ;. 
3.2. Example ?,f an EEC approval mark 
D 73:· 
• • • • • • 
l!.m:O approval gra.t:lted by the competent department 
of the Federal Repu.blio of Gerrna.ny in i973 (see 
item j.l., £irst indent. 
Distinguishing mark o~ the competent. authority and 
identification number of the EEC approval (see 
item 3.1., second indent) • 
3.3. The spacial directives may define the ~sitions and the dimensions 
of the EEC approval mark. 
Unless otherh~se stated in the sp~oial directives, the diameters 
of th~ oiroles ~sed in ~he ma:rk .. sball. be. 6.3 .or ·'12.5 mm •. 
• • • • • ~ • 1 
. 3..4. The approV;al mark atfixed by the m~fa.ct:urer on any app,lia.noe or 
_ancillary dm,ce i~ aooord.a.noa. with the :provisions ot -the Direoti ve 
must be visible, legi_ble and d,rr~ovable •... .-
4. Jumounoement of a.aroval ,~, ..... .., "'' ,.1~ ,~• .. ,,1•~. , .. ,, -~ t ~ , ,..,,. • I ,,.. o .,. 
4'.1.· EmO approvals· am withdrawalt(of.EEC ·S:pproval shaii-'be published 
in a. speoial .iU'lnex to the· 'ot£ioia.l JoU:rnal of the ·European Oom'"'t 
munitios. 
4.2. At the same time as the party oonoerned is notified, copies of the 
·EEC :certificate of approval $all .. be sent to the Oonnnission and 
to the other inapeotiqn au.thoritiee on the· .lists oomm,'!lllioa.ted in a.o. 
oordanoo with J~tiole 15; the latter can also obtain oopies of 
the reports of the examinations and tests if they wish. 
, 4• 3. Wi thdrawa.l of any TIE:O approval shall bo notified to the party 
concerned, who shall reoeive a oopy of the exacination, and test 
reports, to the Commission and to the inspection authorities 
'' 
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on the lists communicated in accord~nce with :~ticlc 15. 
4.4. Any inspection ~uthority r~fusing to grant EEC approval sh~ll 
inform the party concerned, who may o0tain a copy of the sxa~ 
wination and test reports, the inspection authorities on the 
lists communicuteci in 8,ccordance with i>rticle 15, and. t'lle 
Commission. 
EEO. VERIFICLTION 
l. General 
l.i. 'Ihe EEC verification may be carried ou.t in o.ne or more stages. 
1.1.1. Subj~ot to the ~ovisions of any of the speoial directives: 
- the EEC verification shall be carried out in a single stage 
on any appliance which is complete on leavilag the f.aotory, 
that is to say one which, the~etioally, can be transferred 
to tbe place of installation with~t first having to be 
dismantled. 
- TheEEC verification shall be oa:rried out in two or more 
st~s for any appliance whose correct functioning depends 
on an assembly of several parts or devices. 
1.1.2. The first stage of the verification procedure must ensure, 
in particular, that the appliance conforms to the approved 
model. 
In eo fa.r as the appropriate provisions are laid down in a:ny special 
directive, EEC verification shall in particular include~ 
- an examination of the combustion qu.ali ty of the envisaged gas supply; 
• a oheok on the robustness and, if appropriate, on the method of 
construction and the workmanship; 
• tests for leaktightness; 
• measurement of the carbon monoxide content; 
.,.. an examination of the ma..'ti.mum temperatures reached under extreme 
conditions of useJ 
- the functioning of the safety and/or regulating devices; 
- where applicable, a trial run. 
Any special directive for particular categories of gas appliances 
may a.l so lay down the minimum construction and assembly rules with 
which the appliances must comply. 
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C,ri t8ri:1 to be tclcen int.9 consiclera,ti .. on by l'Iem~)er States in appointing 
t,he inspection aqthori ties emEo.wGred io eifant 
~C a.r>,.T'Iroval a71a_ to carrx out .EEC verjficatiort • 
. ~) 1. No inspection authority, including its director and str.ff res:~on­
siblo for carrying out verification (tests and inspections) shall 
be the manufacturer, supplier or installer of any appliance or 
equi~ent under its inspection nor the agent or business associate 
of the aforenemed persons. Neither shall they sell, represent or 
service a:ny such appliance or equipment nor act as r.gent for any 
:pGrson so doing. 
2. The ins~ection authority shall perfor~ the tasks entrustod to it 
for the purpose of complying vnth the requirehlents of this Directive 
and r:,,ny other special directives in c.ccordance with the highest 
standards of professio~,l intee,rity and technical competence and it 
ffi1Gll be under no co~uercial pressure likely to influence its tech--
nical judgc!nent. 
3. The inspection c.uthority must ~ve access to the equipment required 
for perforoing tho routine inspection for which it is approved and 
also to the equipment required for non-routine verifications. 
4. The inspection staff s:i.1c-.ll have g 
a) a SQ.tiefactory knmdedgo of tr_e requirer:1ents relatinc to the 
inspections to be perforned ~d sufficient practical experience 
thereof; 
b) the ability required for com:9iling the fine.l inspection certifi-
cates, r(Jc·o:t'd sheets and reports which eobody the results of the 
i~gpections carrion out. 
5. The independent status of the staff shall be onm~ed through suf-
ficient gu.r.:ra.n~eeo of employment. Remunerations shuJ.l no-: be relat0d 
to the financial results of the inspectorate or to tho nurri~er of 
inspections. 
6. The inspection c>uthori ty shall be insured for civil lio.bili ty 
through an unS':trance policy with f',n a1.eqnato cover::J..ge. 
·-"2-
. ' ' ~ 
.,, """"-'" ....... Annex III 
'l·:. 'Jll~: i:nspG_c;tion autho;rit;Y ·SbalL.;t:raat: .aa .. cOnfid~tia.l :al'l. projeots'· · 
a. 
or doouments.tarwarded:tQ.it.py·tha.~.nufao~~ or his·representative • 
....... . .,:: "' ' ' • .- ~ ~ ' .. ·~ l: '· ,; ' tit < "•' ~ ot I • ' .,"'· .' 
The inspection authority may ~elega.te the execution of tests and 
verifications to oOinpetent tabOr'atories ·on· corid.i tion that it is 
certified that these laboratories meet the folloWing ctiteria: 
B. a} The +aborator;r. shall perform every task entrusted to it for· tpe .. 
~PQ~e of oomplying llo'i th tho requirements of this Diredti ve and 
a:ny special· dire.ctive,s in accordance i-d.th the highest standards of 
profaesional intogrity and. technical oomp~tenoa and it Shall be under 
no co:nneroial pi'osaure likely to i~uance its t~chnioal judgement. 
b) The laboratory shall have access to the equipment necessary for 
performing every task entrueted to it. 
c) The inspection staff ohall have·: 
- a satisfactory knowledge of the requirements relating to the tests 
and verifications to be performed and SUffipient praot~oal ~xperienoe 
thereof; 
- the ability required for c~piling the ~nal inspection certificates, 
record sheets and repcrts, whioh embody the resu.l ts of the inspections 
oarried out. 
d) The, independent status of the staff shall be ~ad through sufficient 
gu.aranteos of emplo;yment. ,+_• 
o) Tha'labora~ory shall t~eat as oon~identi&l all projects or documents 
fcrwa.rded :1io .. it by,: the mcnu:f'ao.tu:rer or hia ropresentfiotive._ 
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Defina-t:tons 
~~ ................ 
State of c.estinationg State of importation~ sale or use of tho gao up-:Jlianoe. 
~..._..., ... ~~~. ,.,.,. , ~ -
The competent administrative authorities of t~1e State of origin shall 
hereinafter be desitSTiv,tod "..:LdJ'!i-Yl.!.lct!fl-~3~!-~.&r.t 9 
The oompo-l;;ent adDinistrative authorities of the stab of destination shall 
hcroinc,ftor be dedgnn,ted "Ad ... r::lin·i. s~:::-<..t·t:i.on of dofd;il'lat~.on" $ 
~~~ll"t:..l.~~~~~~~~ ........... 
l. Lcting in accordance 1<VHh Jl.rtiole 21 of this Directive, any ma11ufaoturer 
or hi R representa ti VG desiring -to export one or r,;ore gns appliance: s 
of the sane mo<lel shaJ 1 apply to the .il.drninistration of d.ar-Gi.nati0n, 
dil"2ctly or throur:; .. 'L the importer in the state of destination, so that 
arrc.ngements may be made :for the verifications complying w:i.th the methods in 
fo.cco in thG s·tate of' destination to be porformed by one of th0 inspection 
authori tics sho;,m in the lists communicated in acoo:•danco Hi th .1\rti~lG 1.5 
0f tl".is Directive and 1v-hioh is J ocated in the ste:l:;o of origin. 
rr1be applicution shall be uccompanied by drcnovin(;'s, c;:-,lcnlations; m::1:~orials 
spoc~:,':'icai tons, mm:-:Jfaotm'ing ~:recesses 2.nd the res:v.~ ts of a--:ry verifi-
cations luid do;-m therein together vri th an~r ft;.r-ther in:f'o~"'mation consi-
der3cl l'.Y the manufactu:~er or his representative as c_pproprinte to enable 
the Administration of c.c: stina.tion to assess the oonforni ty of the p::'o-
po::::al or proposals iNi.th the requirements in force in the state of cles:ti-
:r..ation. 
The doour.1ents sb.all be submi-tted in quadruplicate in the lang •. mge of 
'that state of destination or in any othe-:."' lan31ace aoce:)tc,ble. • 
.. 
' 2. Hithin the two months from reooivine; the application1 t~-w /,_d,.";J.inistra-
tion of destination shall simul td.neously notify the :J.Clministration of 
orig:i.n and the applicant whether the dra~Jing~;, cs.lcu.latlons 1 specif::.-
cations and manufacturing processes coraply with ·the req_Ti.iroments in 
fo:-ce 1tvi thin the state of destination or if not, whBt:Cer it 
considcres that it vmu}.d. neve!'tholess be possible to rG&....rd the proposed 
go,s c;,ppliance or nc·C.el thorof as bein3' acceptable. In<. tr.e latter 
event, the Aclr.linistrati.on of destination s:1all state \vhich are the 
tests and vcri:f'icatlous tnat are stipula~ed by the reculations in 
force and shall appoint the inspection a:.rthori ty in the l~eube:r State 
of 01.~igln shown in the lists communicatocl in accordance with ArtiolG 15 
of this Directive, which shall carry thera out. 
·- 2-
3. The approved inspection aut.horl t;i in the state of origin shal* 
perform the operations requ.es.t~d. by .the J ... dministration of destination 
or any other operations stated by the latter to be acceptable. 
4• kny dues, taxes, fee~ or o-1;~~ charges incurred in perfoming the 
in$pection ~ testing operetions shall be those laid down by the 
rules customarily applied ~y that inspection authority. 
5· After carrying out the tests and verifications requested by t.he ll.dminis-
tratio:n o~ destination, the inspection authority approved by the state 
of origin shall issue to the manufacturer or his representative and 
to the Administration of destination the appropriate reports and 
certificates showing that the tests and verifications have given sa-
' ' . . ' 
tisfactory results and that the gas appliance or gas applianoes of the 
same model have been verified in accordance ~dth the methods in foroe 
in the state of destination·or else approved by the AdiDinistra-
tion of destination. 
6. SUoh inspection e.nd test certificates shall have the same validity 
as though they had been issued by an inspection authority of the . 
sta:te of destination, allo~d.ng it automatically to affix its ~tional 
symbol to the a~propriate gas appliance or appliances. 
7• The Administration of destination shall tre~t as confidential all 
projeots or documents submitted by a manufacturer or his representative 
in accordance with the procedure laid down in this 1Ulnex. 
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Pro~oscl for a Council Directive 
on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating 
to gas appliances using gaseous fueis for instantaneous 
production of hot water for sanitary purp~ses 
------~~-----------------~ 
THE COUNCII. OF TclE :B..'URC:PEAN GOOWNITIJIS, 
Hn.ving regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article lCO thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the 8oi!lP.ission1 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Eur0pean Parliament, 
~aving regard to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee, 
~nJhereas in the Member States the construction and inspection of gas appliances 
using gaseous fuels for instantaneous production of hot water for sanitary 
purposes are subject to mandatory provisions which differ from one !~ember 
State to another thus hindering trade in these. applianc&s; ·rJhereas it is 
therefore necessary to approximate these provisions; 
)·lh.ereas the Council Directive of ••••••••• o ••• on the approximation of the 
1aws of the Member States relating to provisions co~mon to gas applieillces 
u8ing gaseous fuels for instantaneous pro1uction of hot water for sanitary 
purposes and to the met:10ds of insper::tion for these appliances laid down 
in particular the EEC approval and EEC verification procedures for these 
appliances, whereas, in accordance with this Directive it is necessary to 
lay dov'n the technical requirements -,7i th which EEC-t;ype gas appliances using 
gaseous fuels for instantane~us prC'ductio.n of hot -v~ater must comply in order 
that they may be distributed, marketed end used freely after having been 
sub,iected to inspeotion and l1ad the nlar1-:s and signs affixed to them; 
t;hereas that it is convenient, with a vier'l t() the mutu!'l.l exchange of 
inf0rmation that each Member Sta.t9 notifies to the Gommissipn and to the 
~-er Member States the conditions under which femilies _of.gases_and their 
supply pressures are defined within its ter·ri tory. 
:~ ADOPTED TiliS DIRECTIVE 
ArtiCl\3. lr 
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1. This Directive applies to appliances using gaseous fuels for instantanesus 
production of hot water for domestic and commarcial use of the rcted capa-
city defined in S9ction 3·5-3 of fJlnex I. 
2. It specifies the main charaoteristics of these appli~cGs, and the systems 
used for rendering them safe, connecting them up and controlling them. 
It also states the ·conditi~ns to bG fulfilled and the proced~es for c~ 
ing out the re~ site tests on EEC-type n.pplia.nces and· on their acc&Saories. 
3•. The defini~ions ecployed in this Directive or• given in l~ex II. 
.Article 2 
EJOO .. type appliances which bear t~e " t " mark t::re applianoe,s which provided 
with their safety and controlling devices, conform with the requireme~ts 
of the Directive and its l...rmexes on the approximation of the iaws of the 
Mamber States. relating to appliances using gaseous fuels, to safet;y and 
gas-control deV'ioe~ intended for these appl:i'a.nOes and to the methods 
of inspection of these appliances, and lihich oODiply with the speoifioat tons 
in the ll.nnexes to this Directive. 
No Member States-may for reasonS concerninB' the construotlon, in'spection 
connection :to' the· gas· di.stribution network or the 'pUtting into appropriate 
service, as defined in Article 4, re~se, prohib~t or restrict the im-
. . . ,, . . 
portation or placing on: the market of a gas appiian,ce. of the EEC type 
' ' .· ,• 
bearing the "~" app!!oval sign insoribed wi ~ ~he· marks indio~t~ng tl+e 
cate~y and the ·normal ~pply ~assure. or pressures in force in the 
importating country. 
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Article 4 
1. The putting of an appliance into appropriate service is compliance with 
the conditions laid down byeach Member Sta~e in its territory, which relate 
only to 
a) the categories of appliance marko"t~d :in the Member State; 
b) the normal supply pressures of the various gas types distributed 
in the Member State. 
2. Each Member State shall wi1hin six months of notification of this 
Directive notify the Connission and the other Member States of the 
conditions concerning oections (c.) nnd (b) of paragraph l vrhich must 
be sutisfied in its territory • 
.). The J;Iember State shall inform the Commission and the other M'3mber 
States eighteen months in advance of any amendments to the conditions 
notified in uccord~nce with paragrayh 2 of this .\rticle. 
i1rticle .5 
J~ppliances of the. EEC type shall be submitted for EEC type approval and 
for EEC verification under the conditions specified in .f..nnexes B and C 
to this Directive. 
Lrtiole 6 
.......... ·---
The " '- " mu.rk shall be C~.ffixed by the manufacturer, or by the person 
responsible for plc.ci:ng tile appliance on the market on his own responsi-
bility to each appliance conf.o~ine to a model which hns been approved. 
lJrt.iol,e 1 
~n applicant for EEC approval is required to submit the documents specified 
in Annex B together with three c.ppliances in the form of models which are 
completely representative of the mass-production series, and all other informa-
tion required by the Member State where approval takes plc.ce which supple-
ments the provisions of section 1 of lmne~~ I to the Directive on the 
~pproximation of the laws of the Hember States relating to appliances using 
[;a.Seous fuels, to safety and control devices intended for these appliances 
and to the methods of inspection of these appliances. 
33 
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l..rticle 8 
11 manufacturer or his authorized ;ngolit i-tho has obtained a. certif'iccte of 
EEO type approval i.s obliged, under P"itnal ty of Wi thdrawa.l of approval, before 
commencing any mass pr~uotibn~ to -.inform the i~.Peotion authority 30 days 
in advance of this intention; in' order to all'ow it to 'complete the. Moessa.cy 
verifications laid down in I:..nnex C to this Directive. 
Any amendments necessary to adapt ~~exes I 1II, III and IV to this Directive 
;. . . . . 
in line With technical progre_ss Ehall . be adopted in accordance with· the 
proc~dure .laid down in' Artioel 18· of the Council Directive on the apProxi-
mati~n of the la\~' of the Member Stat~~ relatin~ to appliances u~ing gaseous 
. . !. .• 
fuels, to safety and control devices intended for these appliances, and to 
the methods of inspection of these appliances. 
Article 10 
1. Without prejudice to the provisions le.id down in the 2nd paragraph of a.rt.4 the 
Member States Shall put into foro~ the laws, ragul~ations or administrative 
provisions necessary to comply l'ri.th this Directive within a period of 
eighteen m~nths t.rom'their'notifioation and shall. forthwith inform the· 
Commi-ssion\ thereof.· . ·., 
2. Member States shall ensure that t}le texts 6'1 the main provisions of national 
law which they adopt in the fi'eld ·oov~red by this Directive are communicated 
to, tpe. Coznmission.\ 
Article 11 
This Directive is addressed to the ~em~r' S~ates. 
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C H A P T E R II 
'r.JGWTICAL i\.:..:1:.,;:~ 
................. ---
Materials and ConstrucJiQn 
1.1. General 
T:t1e quality and strength of the materials used in the construction 
of the appliance shall be such that the aprliance shall withstand 
any mec~anical shock to which it may be submitted to the extent 
that any such shock shall not provoke an eccape of gas. Parts 
in contact with water shall be made of materialq of such quality 
as will not cause contamination of the water, and the connecting 
mat~rials must be adequate. 
1.2. Resistance of materials ..l2_ agelng 
All thetrno.terials shall be such that in the course of normal use 
no deterioration of the materials shall occur within a period 
of normal ucc of tho n.pplin.nce. 
1.3. ~~nee to heat 
The materials used in the construction of the appliance shall 
not deteriorate as a result·of the heating of the appliance 
while in use. 
1.4. Protection against corrosio~ 
Parts of t.he appliance which are not of themselves corrosion-
resistant shall be stove-enamelled or otherwise rendered cor-
rosion-resistant to the .exte~t required by Sub-section 1.2. 
Q.omponents 
2.1. Burners 
The section of the flame ports shall not be adjustable. When 
conversion from one gas to another is achieved by a change of 
injectors, they shall have indelible means of identification to 
avoid any confusio.n arising, preferably by marking the diameter, 
expressed in hundredths of a.millimeter, on the injector. 
f .. 
~-~ 
1\>· .. 
2. 
Removal and replacement of the burners shall be possible 
without having t~· dis~ahtl~ tl,le major parta of the appliance. 
. -
The burner position shall be"fixed and so designed that it 
is not possible to put it in an incorrect position. In 
particular th~ burner shall be correctly centred.in relation 
to the heating body and fixable only in this ·position. 
Anaerated burner shall be designed so that.the section for 
the admission of primary air is not adjustable. 
,.,. Gas taps 
An appliance shall have a gas tap allowing manual interruption 
of the supply of gas to the.burner and pilot, This .device shall 
,. 
be so designed an-d positioned that it is easy to operate. 
The various·tap positions shall be marked indelibly and clearly 
as follows : 
'· 
ott : disc 
- pilot ignition position 
(if any) : stylised spark ~·! 
- nominal rate (burners) 
• reduced rate (if 
present) 
-\ 
: large ~tylised flame ~ 
: small stylised flame ~ 
Where a single control knob'operat~s· pUot·flame and· burner, 
no markings are re~uired _if i~correct operation is impossible • 
.. 
If a tap handle operates by turning, it shall ciose.in a 
clock-wise direction for an observer facing the handle. 
A tap handle shall be designed and placed so-that it can neither 
. be assembl~d. incorrec;tly .nor operate spontaneously. 
.:: :2.3s .lflame failHEJ de:vices 
An appliance shall have a . flame · failure d,evice, controlling the 
. ' admission of gas:·to the main burner and possibly to any ignition 
pilot flame. 
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2.4. ~nition devices 
Every appliance shall be provided with a pilot flame. 
The ienition of a pilot flame on a type A or B appliance 
shall be easily lighted with a match or a special ignition 
device. For an ar>pliance of type c, thegas supply to the 
pilot flame shall be separated from the gas supply to the 
burner. Thu pilot shall be positioned so that its products 
of combustion are evacuated with those of the burner. 
Whilst ia operation, the relative position of the pilot and 
burner shall not change. 
If the pilots differ according to the nature of t~e cas used, 
they shall be marked, easil~r substituted for c::-..:.::1 :-;+;J:er a..'ld 
eazily fitted. This applies also to injector.'J, ~: ·.:1e 
injectors of the pilot need to be changed, the:r ;:;';.s .. l. "... be 
marked easily substituted for each other and eo.Bi..:..y fitted., 
The pilot jet shall be made of a material that will not deter-
iorate under normal conditions of use. The use of removable 
anti- dust device such as a filter is desirable. 
Where there is no governor on the gas supply to the p~lot, 
e. means of adjusting the gas rate is mandatory f•)I an appliance 
usj_ng 1st. family gas, optional for 2nd family ga.ses, and 
prohibit ,for 3rd family gases. However it is also optional 
for 1st family gases when, at a pressure of 15 mb~, the pilot 
rate is less than c.17 kU not CV or 0.187 kW gross CV with the 
reference gas. 
The adjuster may be omitted if the pilot and/or the injector 
adapted to the gas used can be easily changed. 
For a sealed appliance of type c, a special ignition device 
shall be provided e.g. an electric igniter. It shall be 
possible to ignite the pilot of such an appliance when the 
combustion ~ham~er is clo~ed and only when the supply of gas 
to the.burner is not possible. 
-rr 
4 
•. 
-Appliances in categories I~lZ'. II~~HL· II121 ~ IIl2H' and III 
shall h~ve·--a gov·erno~~ 
.-- J\ppliap,ces in ca~egories _.I2HL, r2H, I 2L, II2HL3 , II2H3 , and 
II213 ,. may. have._ a_, goverp.o!• 
.. 
• Applia~ces in categories t 2 i I3, and Ir23 shall not have a 
governor·. 
It shall ·be possib~,e to immobilize any governor for appliances 
in category II12 when supplied with 2nd family gases. 
It shall be possible-to immobilize any governor for appliances 
in categories ·~HLJ' II2H3 ,- 'II213, and III when supplied with 
3~d family gases. · 
,. 
The design and accessibility of the governor shall be such that 
adjustment and immobilization for use with another gas can be 
done easily, but means shall be provided to prevent the user from 
i~terfering with the adjuster. 
2•6• Water ~ressure limiters ) 
To, avQ;id deter.ioration caus~d by an excessive ,pressure _increase in 
the water circuit, it shall be possible to fit the appliance, if 
. . ' 
necessary, witn a water pressure safety device. 
. ' ' - .. .. . . 
-2,.7. Wat.er rate adjuaters. 
t ' 
The appliance shall be provided with a means for adjusting the 
water rate. This may be a temperature selector, especially it 
-the:re :is ·a wat·~r governor. If th'ere are· adjusting sc:Pews, they 
shall be posit.ion'ed so-that they caniiot-f'all· .into the waterways, 
nor shall their threads deteriorate after several successive 
manipulations .• -- · ·. 
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2.8. Automatic valv0s 
...................... ........ 
The appliance shall include an automatic valve which cuts off 
the supply of gas to the burner when the flow of water through 
the appliance. 
2.9. I~nition control devi~ 
The appliance shall be supplied with a device assuring smooth 
ignition of the burner but which does not prevent a sharp :.;tl.t·~ing­
off of gas upon flame extinction. 
2.10. ~~te adjuster~ 
Appliances in categories rr 12, rr 12RL, rr 12H' rr 12t and III shall 
have gas rate adjusters for the burners. 
Appliances in categories r2HL ~md II2HL3 mny have a gas rate 
adjuster for the burners. 
Appliances in ce.tegories r 2 , r 2H, t 2L, r3 , tr23 , II2H3 and II21J3 
shall not have gas rate adjusters for the burners. 
Moreover, for appliances in c-:ategory III and fer those in cate-
gory rr2HL3' with a means of adjustment~ it shall be possible 
to put the adjusters out of action when the ap:f·: ic:.nces are supplied 
with a 3rd family gas, and for appliances in categories rr,2, 
It12H and II 12L when supplied vlii th a 2nd family gas. 
When an adjuster is in a sealed position it is considered as non-
existent. 
For an appliance with an adjustable governor, the governor is 
considered to carry out the function of a gas rate adjuster. 
An injector shall have ~ non-adjustable orifice~ 
6 I , •,...... 
To facilitate the adjustment. ot burner rates, an lJ)pliance 
shall include two pressure test points ; one to measure the 
pressure at the inlet to the applian~e ~d-another immediately 
upstream of the burner, _ These pressure points. shall have a 
maximum external .diameter of 9 mm. .It shall be possible to 
, fix an f'l&xible tube to.. tlle o-penil'leo · -
A gas rate adjuster shall be designed so that it is.protected 
against acoidentaJ. movement by the·. user after installation and 
in service ; it shall be possible to seal this device after 
adjustment. 
An adjuster shall be made so that it can be easily manipulated 
after normal use over a prolonged-period with no tools other 
. than. a screwdriv~r or spanner.· Adjusting screws shall be 
located so that they cannot fall into the gasways, and their 
threads shall not deteriorate after several auccess~ve .adjust- , 
- menta. 
.3.• Construction 
G(meral 
All the constituents shall be constructed and assembled in·such 
a way that the construction and assembly will ensure ·that per-
formance characteristics of the appliance shall not change to 
any appreciable extent during a period of normal ~til1sation 
over a reasonable p~riod of l~fe. 
Th.e .. construct:Lon shall be such that water of condensation shall 
not lodge in any parts oftbeJappliance. It shall oe possible to 
install an appliance intended to be fixed to a wall with appro- . 
priate means for fixing, such as clamps, hooks or screws. 
Acce~sibilitl- E&se of maintenance·- D!smant;ing ~PS· 
Re-'ilssembly, 
Appl!Bnces, with the exception of those ot type c~ shal~ be 
supplied with-a case. 
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Where a case is frovided, it shall prot~ct at least the 
heating body and burner. Removable parts, e.g. the burner 
or the heating body, shall be dismountable with the applianc3 
remaining in position using ordinary tools such as a screw-
driver or sp~nnerG 
It shall not be possible to replace parts which are rerr.ovable 
for maintenance in a way that could impair the saie ~erfor­
mance of the applianco. It sh~'.ll be possible to cle;,r. -~~..L.t:.._ u: 
difficulty the combustion chamber and walls in contact wlth the 
products of· combustion. 
3·3•1.General re~uiremen~ 
It shall be possible to connect an appliance to supply pipes 
which are vertical or horizontal and are parallel to or 
perpendicular to the wall to which the appliance is to be 
fixed. The distance of the connection point from the wall shall 
be sufficient to allovr the connectiol1 to be made using ordinary 
tools. 
Gas and \mter connections shall be situated at the base of an 
appliance. The cold water connection for a SillP.ll water heater 
· shall be as required in the country in which the heater will 
be used. For a large water heater t:he cold water ir~let r;hall 
be on the right and the hot water outlet on the left for an 
observer facing the appliance and the gas i.nlet shall be in 
betv;een. 
If an appliance has two draw-off taps, the hot water tap 
(marked in red) shall be plRced on the left and th·9 cold water 
tap (marked in blue) on the right of an observer faci1:g the 
appliance. 
.,• 
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3.3.2. Gas Connections 
'' The gas inlet conriection·s shall be rigid and. not flexible. 
Where'-the inlet co~nection is threaded in ~c'cordanc~ with 
. ' ISO/R · .228 : 1961, the' end of the ini'et c.orinecti~n shall be 
sufficiently flat to ·allow the use of a washer. for ~ealing. 
The gas connection thread sizes shall be as set ou·t in 
Table I, depending on the sizes of water heater. 
TABLE 1. 
-
QAS CO,N:tfECTl9N THRE@ 
AND COPPER TUBE SIZES 
Usual size of thread and tubes 
(definitions are given in ISO/R 228-1961 
or ISO/R 7 - l95Lj.) 
·.;-4 .. 
'" 
' . ~.~ j Categories II12, II12HL Cat.I2,I~HL'I21,I2H,II23 l II12H1 II 121 and III . IIZHL~' II2H3 and II213 
' I 
i 
i 
' 
t ' 1 . 
. jJhre~d Diam~tetubThl~es~ . I . Threadll2iamet~be~!WkesJ 
small water heater I I •• I I I ' 1.5 1 o.7 . . . ! ' t1.5. ' o. 7 ' ' 
7,8 ld! to 817 ktT 1 
i· .. 
i 
. . . . r 
'large water hea.ter 1 
15,1 kW to 19,2 kU 13/4 22 0.9 1/2 1.5 0.7 
I I 
·20t4 kW to 25 kW I 1 22 0.9 .· 1/2 15· 0.7 I 
I 
25vl kW to 30,7 k~l .I 1 " 22 o.g 3/4 15 0.9 
' I 
.. 
For category r3 appliances it ~~all be possible to connect 
the appliance either by a compression union, a conical joint 
or a flat joint using pipe of internal diameter 6 mm and 
external'diameter 8 mm for small water heaters and internal 
' diameter 10 mm and external diameter 12.mm for large water 
heaters. 
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If the inlet connection is a straight copper tube, it shall 
be at least 5 cm long and shall conform to the dimensions 
given in Table I as defined in ISO/R 274 : 1962 - Copper 
tubes of circular sections - Dimensions Metric Series. 
3.3.3. Water connectio~ 
Water connections may be made JY threaded steel tubing or 
by smooth copper tubing. In the latter case the tube shall 
be straight for at least 5 cm of its length and sh&ll con-
form to the requirements set out in Table 2 for the size of 
heater. Screw threads on the pipes of water connections 
shall conform to the requirements given in Table 2 for the 
size of heater. 
TA:3LE_b. t{!!_ER CONNECTION T@ld.AD 
AND_QQPPER TUBE SIZES 
water connections I designat:i.on of connections 1 (see ISO/R 228 - 1961) 
small water heater 
7 t 8 kt'f to G, 7 kH 
I Thrertd Tube sizes --T:---
1 
m~~-~~knes~ 
inlet connection I 15 I 0.7 
any aGditional I 3/8 12 I 0,6 
outlet connection r---------------------~------------------·-~----------T--------t--·---1 large water 4eater 
15,7 k\i to 19,2 kH 
20,4 kW to 25 kW 
25 1 1 kW to 30,7 kW 
inlet connection 
outlet connection 
1/2 
1/2 
15 
15 0.7 
1 
If an appliance has tNo draw-off taps, the hot water tap (m!'trked in red) 
shall b0 placed on the.left a:1d the cold water tap (marked in blue) on 
• the right of the appliance looking at the front face~ 
I { 
! 
I 
~ : A low pressure appliance with an output of 22.7 kW or 27 ·9 kW may { 
be supplied with a 3/4 size connection and a copper tube 22 mm diarueter 
and 0.9 mm thickness, 
'13 
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.2..t,!t." _se alin~ 
Holes for -'screws,· nuts, etc. 1 intended .. for the ass~~bly of 
parts shall not open into gasways, and water shall not 
' penetrate into them.· 
Parts of the gas circuit which are likely to be removed 
during normal user maintenanc~. shCJ.ll be c.on~_eeted by means ot 
mechanic·e~ joints without the use of sealing compound, e.g .. , 
' I, ' ' 
by metal to metal or by o-ring seals. The soundness shall 
be.maintained after disconnections and re-connections. How-
. ' ' 
ever, sealing compounds may be used for permanent ase,emblies 
. • . .,r 
.provided that the temperature of the .mat.erial doe.s not exceed 
lOOS C.while the app~iance is in U?e• 
The sealing materials shall remain effective under normal 
conditi~ns.of.ap~liance use •. Soft solder shall not be used 
to ensure soundness-of the gas ·circuit after assembly .. 
The s6w:idnass·· of type 'A appliances converted to -type B. -and ~ 
of tyPe B applian~es up to the draught diverter shall be 
effected only -by .mechanical m.eans •.. 
. -~ .. ·~ ....... -
For type C appliances the soundness of the heating body and. on 
the connection of an appliance to the combustion air inle~ 
and products outlet ducts (type' cl) or to the common 'duct 1 
(type c2) shall .. be e·rrected by mechanical means onl.y, ·except. 
for the fixed parts wi.thin, the c~mmon duct (type c2-)... : : 
' . . ~ 
.· l: ' 
Those parts of the assembly which do not require to. b& . 
. . 
dismantled for.routine maintenance may be joined with ~astic ~ 
or paste .in .such a way that soundness i~ ass~~d 1'~ c~~tin~~~~ 
' l 
service und-er normal .conditions ... 
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3.5. supply of ~~-.2!1JL:~~d evacll_atiCJE_Q.! . .P.r.£dU.£.'t~-~ 
combustion 
....,__. ....... --
3.5.1. General 
The cross-sections of the air inlet and combustion products 
outlet shall not be adjustable. All appli&nces shall be so 
designed that the supply of combus~~ion air is assured during 
normal conditions of use and Maintenance. 
Only a small water heater may be of this type and it shall be 
fitted it with a deflector to direct the produc-::s of combustion 
away from the wall against which the appliance is installed .. 
It shall also be possible to fit it with a draught-divertor 
for connection to a flue under the conditions of clause 3·4• 
In such an event it becomes a type B appliance. Both the 
deflector and draught-diverter shall be su?plied to the 
laboratory for tests, but an appliance m&y be sold to the user 
with only one of them. 
The orifices intended for the evacuation of the produ~ts of 
combustion shall be designed and arranged so that they cannot 
be obstructed by a pan or similar~ject. 
3~5•3· Xl:Ee B ap-e1j.ance ( fluegJ _ _j;~£.-:l.E-din.£_ .t;z:;ae A. 8.£P1J ~~ 
~~~ed ~n to trpe B 
A flued appliance shall have a draught-diverter as an integral 
part of the appliance placed either inside or outside the case. 
The flue socket of the.dr&ught-diverter shall be female and 
shall allow the connection of a flue pipe having a diameter 
conforming to the requirements of the standards in force in 
the country where the appliance is to be installed ; however, 
the diameter of the flue pipe co11cerned shall be not less than 
83 mm for small water heaters of nominal useful output of 
7, 8 k~V to 8, 7 kl! 
12 I . I 
.... 
i 
110 mm for large water heaters of nominal useful output 
of 151 7 kW to 19;2 kW 
' . .. .. ·~ ~ ' . . 
125 mm for large water heaters of nominal useful output 
of(20,4 kW to 25 kW · · · · ' .. ·· · 
<25,1 kW to 30,? kW 
The manufacturer m~ prov~de a special adapter to allow this 
connection to be made. 
The flue socket shall permit the flue pipe to be inserted to 
at least 15 mm. At maximum insertion tm evacuation o·r the 
products of combustion shall not be impaired. 
3~5~4· ~P~ c1 appliances (for connection to a balanced flue) 
The assembly of the Yar1ous parts shall be such that no work 
; ' 
is necessary other than· ·the· adapt ion .,of th~ · length . of the ducts 
for the air intake and combustion products out~et to the. thick-
·ness of the walls It shall be possible to connec~.these ducts 
to an appliance using -ordinary tools, if necessary. :. 
For the installations of an appliance with an output of 30,7 kW 
and less it shall be possible to install the connecting parts 
to the terminalil an· opening in the wall of width 350 me and 
height 350 mm. 
The external surfaces of the terminal shall have no openings 
. which would permit. the introduction of a 16 mm diameter ball 
into the· 4~ets. It ~h~l· not" be possible to see the flames 
through t~e terminal. All the necessary connecting parts and 
fitting instructions shall be supplied by themanu.facturer. 
3·5·5· Type c2 appliance (for connection to a common duct) 
The width ot the ori-fices for ·combustion air and products of 
combustion· me·asured horizontally shall not exceed :300· mm for 
an appliance with an out·put of 30t 7 kW. and less. 
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An appliance shall be designed so that it is possible 'to 
obtain the extension lengths specified by th"S manufacturer, 
',, .. ~ ' . " •' . . " ' 
for the end of the com1;mstion air and combustion products 
duct into the cornnon duct, wh~tever the total thickness 
(flue and cladding) of the co~mon duct. 
3.6. Flame visibilitz 
All appliances shall be designed so th.<=J_t ignition, correct 
burner perforL1ance and the.Jenght of the pilot flc.me, cnn 
always be easily seen~ This visibility shall b9 assured at 
all times and, where there is a viewing window, this shall 
not deteriorate under tha affect of heat. 
All a:ppliances shall have a moans of e:J.sy drainage when required. 
The device shall be operable without any tool other than a 
screw-driver or spanner. 
The operations listed in the following table shall be possible 
without disconnecting the appliance. 
TABLE -;;. 
Category Change of Category 
I None possible 
None possible 
None possible 
None possible 
Necessary Modifications'! 
to the appliance 
't7 
-.1 
'I 
·t 
. I 
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..... ·'*" ... ' 
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Change.of Categor~ 
., '~ ., I' 
... '.•. 
' 
...... 
H to L_or L,to H 
From one pressure 
couple to another 
(e.g. 28/37 mbar, 
50/67 m'bar) 
1st family to 2nd 
family or vice-
versa 
, ... 
' Necessary Modifications 
to the appliance 
1) modification of the 
burner· regulator 
setting ; 
and 
.2) if necessar,y, a 
change of injector ; 
and 
3) if necessary~·- a change 
in supply pressure at 
the intake ot. the 
appliance 
Change of injectors or 
of restrictor , 
.1) adjustment of the gas 
· rata with, if necessary 
a change of injectors 
or restrictors ; 
and 
2) adjustment of the gas 
rate .of ignition pilots 
or safety cbvices,either 
by a change of injec-
tors or calibrated 
orifices and, if naces~ 
sary, complete change 
of ·pilot·, ·ignition 
burners, filament, 
ignition device, or of 
some. of their_parts; 
and 
3) immobilization of the 
governor mandatory 
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Change of Category 
1st family to 2nd 
fru11ily or vice-versa 
or 
from Group H to 
Group L of 2nd fami-
ly or vice-versa 
or 
from 1st family to 
Group H of 2nd fa-
mily or vice-versa 
or 
from 1st family to 
to Group L of 2nd 
family or vice-versa 
change from 
- 2nd family to 3rd 
family and vice-
versa 
from Group H to 
·Group L or vice-
versa in the case 
of II?HL3 applian-ces or 
- from one LPG pres-
sure couple to 
another (e.g. 
28/37, 50/67 mbar) 
Necessory Modifications 
1) adjustment of the gas rate 
with, if necessary, a 
change of injectors or 
restrictors ; 
and 
2) adjustment of the gas rate 
of ignition pilots or sa-
fety devices, either by a 
change of injectors or 
calibrated orifices and, 
if necessary• complete 
change of pilot, ignition 
burners, filament ignition 
device, or of some of their! 
parts ; 
and I 
3) immobilization of the go-
vernor optional 
1) changes of injectors or 
restrictors 
2) change of pilot injector 
and calibrated orifices 
3) if necessary, complete 
-. change. ot pilot, of~. igni-
tion burners, of filament 
ignition devices, or of 
some of their parts. 
4) For conversion to 3rd 
family gases, immobili-
zation of the governor 
and of the burner and 
pilot gas rate adjusters, 
where present, and, if 
necessary, change of the 
automatic valve. 
5) For category II2H13 
appliances adjustments of 
the burner and pilot gas 
rate by the appropriate 
adjusters are acceptable 
for 2nd family gases. 
I 
I Cat~ gory 
III 
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if necessary, complete 
change of pilot, of 
ignition burners, of 
filament ignition 
devices or of some of 
their parts 
immobilization of the 
governor mandatory for 
3rd family gases, ~t 
optional for 2nd family 
gaS'eS ·•' ·· · · 
6) for 3rd family gases, 
immobilization of the 
pilot and b~rner gas 
. rate adjuster's were 
present. 
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In test (iii), to check the soundness of the flame failure 
device the pilot supply shall be blocked when the gas to the 
pilot is not controlled by the device. 
A volumetric method, such as that shown diagrammatically in 
figure 1, which allows a direct measurement of the leakage to 
an accuracy of 0.01 dm3 /h shall be used to detert1ine any leak. 
Before each reading at least five minutes shall be allowed for 
thermal equilibrium to be reached. 
The tests shall be the first carried out when the appliance 
is delivered for testing (the taps having been greased by the 
manufacturer), the test shall be repeated after all the other 
appliance tests have been carried out, but before dismantling 
any of the parts involved in the soundness tests. 
4.1.2. Soundness of combustio:!'l circuit and evacuation of 
combustion products 
Requ.irer'lent 
Products of combustion shall escape only at the outlet of the 
flue to which the appliance is connected. 
This shall be tested by connect~ng th~ flue socket to a vertical 
flue 0. 5 m long h.3.ving a diameter equal to the minimum diameter 
prescribed in Clause 3.5.3 and with walls less than 1 mm thick. 
Tests shall be carried out in still air and in natural draught 
' ' . 
• • ' ,... • I 
conditions using the reference gas and with the appliance 
adjusted to its nominal rate. Possible leaks shall ·be detected 
·with a dew-point plate (its temperature is maintained slightly 
above the dew-point at ar1bient temperature), which shall be 
brought near all those points where a leak is suspected. In 
doubtful cases, however, leaks shall be sought by using a 
sar.1pling probe connected to an infra-red· carbon dioxide 
analyser capable of detecting co2 contents of the order of 0.1 %. 
~-} 
-:-t' • 
4.1.a.a. T:ype c appliances 
Bequgement 
The volume qt leakage at l_50 C and l,Ol.3 mbar (regardless of air 
humidity) when determined under the conditions give.n. below shall 
not e~oeed • 
Teet 
1.5 m3/h tor·a small water heater, 
3.0 m3/h.tor a large water heater. 
For type, c1 appliances,-soundness shall be checked on the 
-~ppliance body and on the. cQnneotions of the balance.d flue 
.-sl.lpplied by the· manufacturer.· For the test the appliance shall 
be conne.qted to a source ot. compre.ssed air in suc.h a way as to 
maintain a relative pressure of 0.5 mbar at the point wh~re the 
compressed air is connected to. the appliance~ It shall be set up 
so that ·any possibl·e· leak due to a"defect in 'the .soundness of the 
appliance is evident. Leakage rate ··shall be measured by .a meter. 
Fo~ type .c2appliances, a duct shall be used, one face having the 
thickness and characteristics of an actual duct. ~he apparatus 
shall be connected to this .taee according to the ma,nufacturer'·s 
in~tructions. The whol~ shall be made sound and then connected 
to a source of compressed air so as to maintain a relative 
pressure of 0.5 mbar throughout the test. !t shall be set up 
so that any possible leak at the connection of the appliance to 
· · the common duct is evid~nt.· Leakage rate shall be measured by 
a meter.· 
>;, 
Requirement 
.The water circuit shall w~thstand a water pressure controlled by 
a ,manometer ot :· 
o., bar £or i~let contr~l appli~ces 
4.0 bar tor low pressure applian6es· 
15.0 bar tor normal· pressure appliances 
20.0 bar for hi~h pre$sUre appl~ances 
for a per~od of 15 min'!ltes withou.t ,showing .~igns of water leak 
or permanent distortion ot the appliance. 
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FIGURE 9 
-
Device for testing durability of•methods of sealing 
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After this interval a second permeability test is carried out 
under the sar.1e conditions as described o..bove. 
The Shore A hardness of the material shnll be deterr:1ined in 
accordance with the ISO/R 868-1968. The material shall then be 
- - ~ 
kept in an oven at a temperature of ll~C + l°C and the Shore A 
hardness redeterr:lined. 
4.2. Nominnl (£as rate :md nominal output 
Requirements 
Appliances without a gas rate adjust~t 
When tested as described below the gas rate expressed in terms 
•Of the mass or volume of the test gas at reference conditions 
shall be not greater than 1.05 times the nominal gas rate 
expressed in the same terms, (rilass or volume), and the useful 
heat output measured shall be not less than 0.95 times the 
nominnl heat output. 
Ungovernod applian~e~ with a gas rate adjuster, where the 
appliance is designed for use with second family gases and where 
the .gas rate adjuster is not immobilized for those gases. 
. . 
When tested as described below, the observed gas rate for the 
appliances, measured with,the adj~ster fully opened and the 
supply pressure. at t.he relevant normal test pressure for the 
test gas used, shall be greater than· or equai to the nominal 
gas rate, and theobserved gas rate, measured with the adjuster 
in the minimum opened position and the supply pressure at the 
relevant maximum test pressure for the gns used, shall not 
exceed the nominal gas r~te. 
Governed appliances with a gas rate ad.juster 
• 
The gas volume rate of a:- governed appliance when tested as 
described below, shall"not be greater than 7·5% above or 
10 % below the gas volume rate to which the appliance is 
adjusted in the test for 1st family gases and for 2nd family 
gases shall not vary by more than ! 5 % for the gas volume 
rate to which the appliance is adjusted in the test, 
' • ' 'f 
the pressure Upstream varying between the minimum and maximum 
limits given in '.Annex 4 f"or the reference ~ses of the appliance 
category in queStion. 
Tests · 
Jerification of nominal S!S rate and norninal output 
The gas rate m~ be expre~ed unde~ reference conditione either 
a.s a mass rate (Kg/h) or volume rate (m3 /h) and mey be baSed· on 
the gross calorific value or on the n?t c.a~orifio value of the 
',• 
The nominal gas (mass) rate in Kg/h, at gross or net calorific vD.lue, 
s~l be oalculat·eci by dividing the nominal heat input by the calorific 
value (gross ·or· nett re·spective~) of ~.he reference test .gas .•. The 
nominal g8.s .. (volume) rate in cubic meters .per hour .at ~oss o:r net 
calorific value shall be calculated by dividing the nominal heat 
.. input by ~he approp~ia,te. ca.lo:r.i;f'i-o value· or:the .reference test gas. 
J •• ' • ' • .. • ' 
The .a.pplia.nc;e -shall be tested using the appropriate reference ·gas 
at the pressure prescribed fct the test gas in Annex 4•4•. The gas 
rate in Kg/h (M) or Ji3 /h (V) shalq be measured. by .me~s of a ccnven-
. ' . . 
tional gas meter with the· appliance at therina.l equilibrium, the 
water supply conditions being such that the automatic ;;.alve . .is in 
the fully open position; and the llater rate ad.juste(f to the normal 
. ! . . 
wa.:t er rate • · 
.. : 
From :the result, the nominal gas.mass ·:rate (M) or volume rate (V) 
at ambient oonditionf! shall be oal.culatod.· 
T.he gas (mass) ,_r.a1;.e .. a,t. ~ef~t'eltoe coJ;lditi'otls .(lt0 ) ·.·shall be. Calcula-
ted from t,he measured gas mass. rate (.M) by the :formula.:: 
- \:t013 + p~~~2i3:·;;~-~~· 
M0 = ~\' Pa .+ Pi .. 288 . · d . 
I , 
"· 
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or from the measured ~s volume rate by the form,lla 
M = M. 0 
Pa + Pc \ / 1013 + Pi 
P + P. \f 1030 
a 1 · 
273 + t 
- g 288 X 
d 
r 
-d 
The gas (volume) rate at the reference·conditions (V) shall be 
0 
calculated from the measured gas vol~~e rate V b.y the following 
formula : .-.---~~~~~-----·--------~---· 
p + P. 288 d 
V = v. 0 
P +P \ji 
a c , 
p + P. \; 
1013 + P. 
l 
1013 
a 1 
1013 X ~~--x-273+t d g r a 1 · 
In the above formulne, 
p 
c 
t g 
J. 
d 
r 
is the mass rate in reference conditions 
is the masn rate obtained under test conditions 
is ·tho volume rate in reference conditions 
is the volume rate obtained under.test conditions 
is the atmospheric pressure in mbar 
is the pressure upstrerun of the injector in mbar i.e4 the pres-
cribed test pressure 
is the gas supply pressure at the gas meter in mbar 
is the measured ambient temperature in °C 
is the relative uensity of.d~J gas 
is the r6lative density of reference gas 
The valyes of the gas muss rate (M
0
) or gas value rate (V 
0
) shall be 
compared with the corresponding calculated vn,hi.e. 
4•3• . Adjustment of water r~ 
4.3.1. Normal presw-e and ..h}gh prGssure appliences without water 
~vernor or temperA,ture selector 
t~en tested under the conditions described below, the water rate 
adjuster shall allow the appliance to be adjusted to its nominal 
water rate under a water pressure of not more thru1 2 bar, measured 
at the cold water inlet connection of the appliance. 
At a water supply pressure of 6 bar at nominal ~eat input, it shall 
be possible to aa.just ·the appliance to a 't-rater rate corresponding to 
temperature rise of at least 50 °C. 
When the supply pressure is decreased, starting from o.6 bar at 
nominal heat input, the water temperature rise, determined as 
described below shall not exceeQ 75 °C• 
- .. 26-
Test 
-
To detennine the maximum temperature rise the appliance shall be adjusted 
at nominal water rate, and -the gas pressure at the 'bu.rner measured. 
Tho inlet ~ter. pressure shall then be decreased until the- gas pressure 
of the burner is 95 % Of the initial· pressure. The quantity of water 
' ~ . . 
flowing in Unit time given is weighed1 and the temperature rise corris-
ponding to a gas rate of 0.975 times the nomina+ rate shall be calcula-
ted. 
4.3.2. Nonnal :pressure anq.. high pressure appliances With water governor 
@d te!J!pernture selector 
When tested under the coilditions described below, when·the temperature 
selector .:Le ad.just'ed to its minimum water rate setting at an inlet water 
pressure of 0.5 bar, the gas volurae rate shall be at least _equal to 95 % 
·,' 
Of the nominal gas volume rate. 
In the range of pressure 0~6 bar to 6 bar, the water. rate shall be not less 
. ' ' ' 
than that corresponding to at temperature rise of 50 °C. \-then the water 
p~essure is decreased~ starting from 0.6 bar,· the water·rate shall remain 
greater than that· corrisponding to a rise of temperatu:re- of 75 "C• When 
the t~pera.ture selector is adjusted to give the the ma.ximuo rate and the 
pressure is varied from 2 bar to 6 .bar, the:water.ra.te ,shall remain higher 
' .. , 
, ' 
' I 
• :tl\a.n. .that· oor:dspond.ing to a temperature rise .. of .50. °C. ·, 
Test 
-
The ma.ximum- variation. of the water rate relative to the mean rate shall 
' . . .. 
be. as gi van . in Table 4~ 
The time shall be measured from the_ moment that gas_ reaches the main bur-
ne·r unti1 the equilib~i'um temperature has ris~n by 9o% '?! the the 
. . 
temperature rise· at thema.l equil,i brium. 
·' . .. 
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TABLE 4. HA.XIMVH VARtATION PE."f:ll1ITTED FQR TH:fi 
WATER RATE RELATIVE TO THE .MEAN RATE 
i 
condi-' Adjustment of l Range of water Values obtained Haximum var:i. · : tions I selector so as pressure (in for the water ation permit:· .. : ! to obtain . bar) rate ed for the . 
J l water rate l 
I I ' I ! I I ., 
w 1 minii:mm water ' from 0.6 to 6 I min~mum + 10 % j I 
-rnte(selector I max~mum ; I 
against the I I mean I stop) I I ! 
NO 2 nun~mum water from 6 to 10 I min~mum + 20 % 
rate(selector -1 max~mum 
against the ~ meC\n 
stop) 
NO 3 maximum water from 2 to 6 I min~mum + 10 % 
rate 1 max~mum 
(corresponding 
1 
mean 
to a temperat. 
rise of 300 c I 
at a pressure 1 I 
of 2 bar) I ! 
NO 4 maximum w<1ter I fror-1 r to 10 I i . 20 % 0 ! m n~mum + 
-rate l maximum 
(corresponding I mean 
to a temperat. 
rise of 30° c 
~t a pressure 
of 2 bar) 
(x) The maximum variations for each test given in Table 4 shall be 
obtained oy taking the difference between the minimum and maximum 
values observed during the course of the test and the moan value 
calculated by taking the arithmetic mean between the·minimum and 
·maximum values. These variations-shall be expressed in percentages 
relative to the mean value. 
( ~t ~,; 
'' 
I 
I 
.,, 
' ..... ~ . . 
4•3•3• Low pressure appliances 
.,, 
The requirements of clause 4.3.1 and 4·3·2 shall apply as appropriate 
to low pressure appliances at· the nominal ·and maximUm wat·er 'prtiJssure 
stated by the manufacturer. Under those conditions the maximum water 
· temperature rise shall not exceed 7'7 c. However, .should the water 
~ .. in'l,et. temp~rature/_~x~~e.e~. 200 _c, the maxilnum rise shall not exceed 
. 700 c·. 
Test 
-
· ·The··above··condit·ions ,shall. bar verified oy measuring the wat~r P.z:oessure 
' 
at the cold water inlet c·onnection of the appliance.· 
The maximum temperature rise at the water pressure falls shall be 
d.et~rmined ··as follows ·; the· appliance is ad~us~etl. ··p:t· numirtaJ.· rate, and, 
the pressure at· the burner is measured. The water pressure i.s then 
I 
. . 
decreased upstream· until the gas .Pressure at the burner is 95 %'of the 
initial pressure. The quantity of water flowing in unit time is 
weighed and the temperature rise correspondi~~_to a gas rate 0.~75 
. tiples the l;I;OJP~a:t. rate. ~s _cal9ul~te~ •. 
. :,. \ ..... 
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4•4• Automat'ic valves 
Requirements 
4.4~ 1. Automatic v~lves on normal pressure ·§ppli~ces 
•.. , Jtt!' automatic "'aive shall function ·correctly· under a minimwn r·i.nlet 
' -~ter pressure of 0.5 bal-.. r at this water presS'\We 'the 'gas rate shall 
. be at leas.t -equal to 95 % of tlte ,nominal gas rate. 
4•4•2• Automatic val-ves -on .·low. pressure appliances 
·An atitomatic ~valve shall ·function correctly at the minimum inlet w~ter 
pressure stated by the manufactuzter,. and shall funot.ion corr.ectly Up 
to a pressure of 2.5 bar. At the minimum water pressure the gas rate 
shall be at least 95 % of the nominal gas rate and the performance of 
.the valve shall reman correct up to a pressure of 2.5 bar. 
'I 
·i 
2) 
Test 
-
The appliance is previously adjusted to i·~s nominal volume rate with 
reference gas at normal test pressure. 
r.rl-:.is ~djustment is made for ~ water pressu.re of 2 bar measured at the 
inlet connection to the appliance for normal pressure appliances, and 
the normal pressure stated by the manufacturer for a low pressure 
appliance. 
~le water pressure is then lowered to 0.5 bar for normal pressure 
appliances and to the minimmu pressure stated by the manufacturer for 
a low pressure ~ppliance and it is verified that the gas rate satisfie · 
the requirements stated above. 
Requirement 
'.t'he efficienc:", '"hen determined under nornal conditions of products eva-
cuation as described below, shall be 
no·t less than 80 % ancl not more than 88 %, based on net calorific value, or 
not less than 72 % anc not more than 79 %, based on gross calorific value. 
The efficiency value c:etermined un<".er the spe.cial conditions of products 
evacuation of type C appliance describe& below 
- For c1 appliance shall be not less than 0.9 times the efficiency 
under normal conditions of products evacuation 
- For c2 appliance shall be not less th~ 78% on n~t CV or not less 
then 70 % on gl-oss cv. 
The conditions under which the efficiency test are carried out shall be 
as follows : 
(i) 
30 
,· 
The appliance is supplied with the reference gas and adjusted ·, 
to give the nominal heat input i the water rate is adjusted, so 
that the inlet water temperature is below 25 oc and does not 
vary by more than±. 0.5 °C during ~he test, the temperature ril!le 
of the water being 40.°C ± 1 °C for a.ll.appliances, whatever. 
their output. 
(ii) The water temperatures are measured at a position immediately 
above the inlet connection and immediately below the ou:ilet c·on-
ne.ct.ion, every preoa~tion being taken to ensure that the measu- · 
ring device does not.oause any thermal loss. The measurements are 
taken after the appli~ce· has reached thermal equilibrium• · 
FIRST TEST 
A test is first carried out in normal conditions in which·~ A applian-
ces (small water heaters) are fitted with a deflector, '!Ype :B applian~es 
are fitted with a. 0.5 m high flue, and type 0 appliances mounted as descri-
bed in· clause 5.4 below for calm and in non polluted air ( a1.1 dampers 
open and the fan immobilized). 
SECOND 'lEST 
The test is then carried out under special flueing conditions. 
Appliances of type. c1 ' are mounted as described. in article. 5•4•3 and sub-
mitted to a wind of 5 m/s directed perpendicular,y to the test wail •. 
T,ype c2 appliances ar.e in~talled.under the conditions describe~ in clause 
5•4.4 with an average upflow of 1•5 m/s and a. 002 content of· less than 
0.5 %. A diagram of the apparatus as set ·up for tes·ting,. ~s sh<?W ino 
0 0 0 0 0 ' I •, ~ t 
figure 3• To obtain these conditions, the fan .sho~l~ be started ~o. 
provide up-draught, dampers F, C an<! E being open, and damper B closed. 
The air flow shall be regulated. lzy' means of dampers A and D. 
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4.6. Prolo~ed performance 
peguirements 
The appliance shall be subjected to the prolonged performance 
test described below. After this test, the appliance shall 
comply with the followin.g requirements : 
The carbon monoxide content, determined in accordance with 
clause 5.9, shall be not more than 0.1 % when the appliance 
is supplied with the reference gas. 
The appliance efficiency deterr.lined in accordance with clause 
4.5, shall not have decreased by more than 5 points (e.g. 80 % 
instead of £5% on net c.v.). 
The burner rate shall not have varied by more than 5 % with 
the adjusters in their original positions. The tap operation 
shall remain easy and effective. The performance of the 
governor, flame-failure device and automatic valve shall meet 
the requirements of clauses 5.7, 5·5 and 4·~· 
The appliance shall comply with the requirements for soundness, 
given in clauses 4.11 a.nd 4.1.2. 
The tests shall be carried out with the reference gas and with 
w~ter of. hardness less than 25 degrees to avoid scaling 
(1 degree hardness= 10 mg of Caco3/d~). 
The appliance shall be installed under the conditions defined 
in clause 5.9.2 and· adjust~d to ·the water rate corresponding 
to an outlet temperature of 6o~c and to the nominal heat input, 
and ~ series of ignitions and extinctions shall be induced by 
an automatic water valve. 
The length of each cycle shall be 8 oinutes with an operation 
period of 4 minutes and a rest period of 4 minutes. 
The test shall be carried out for 200 hours, i.e. 1500 cycles. 
~ime tor temperaturB ri§e 
Reguyeme[£ 
When the appliance is tested as described below at the normal 
gas rate and adjusted to give a temperature rise of 5000 between 
the water inlet a~d outlet, the time required to achieve 90 % Of 
this temperature rise shall not exceed 25 seconds for a small · 
water heater and 35 s&conds tor a large water heater. 
Test 
-
The ~plian~e shall be adjusted and tested under the conditions 
defin(;ld in c~auae 4•?• The outlet water temperature .·shall be 
- ~ . -
measured with a rapid indi~a~~g thermometer. The ambient 
temperature shall be higher than the inlet water temperature ; 
both shall be recorded in the test report. · 
The water rate shall be ·adjusted so that the temperature rise, 
with the appliance at thermal equilibrium, is 5.oPC for the nominal 
heat input. When this. equilibrium has been reached, the gas applied 
to the burner shall be cut off, but without modifying the water rateo 
''.As'' soon as the outlet temperature becomes approxiinately the same as 
theinlet water temperature,' the gas tap to 'the burner' shall be re-
opened and the pilot re-lit if necessary. 
·The time ·shail be measured from tha~oment·the gas ·reaches the main 
burner··until the equilibrium temperature has risen· by 90 % of the 
temperature rise at thermal equilibrium. 
Pertormance Safety Reguiremen~s 
5.1. Burner resistance to overheatip~ 
· . Reg,uirements 
When the appliance is tested as described below the.various parts 
ot the burner shall show no deterioration other than superficial 
alterations arising from combustion. 
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Tests 
The tests shall be carried out with the reference gas for the 
appliance category with the corresponding injector. The test 
pressures used shall be as defined for the gas in Annex 4•4-
For aerated burners, the gas shall be lit intentionally at 
the injector at normal test pressure and also, if possible 
at the burner head. If combustion can be maintained under 
these conditions, the test ·shall be continued for 15 minutes. 
If combustion is not maintained at the injector or within the 
burner when the burner is working at its normal rate, the test 
shall be carried out by. decreasing the pressure until combustion 
can be maintained but stopping when minimum test pressure is 
reached. If there is a reduced rate position and if the preced-
ing test does not allow combustion to be maintained at the 
injector or within the burner, the test shall be repeated at 
the reduced rate position. 
5.2. TemEerature of control handles 
Requirements 
The surface temperatures of the areas of the appliance intended 
to be touched, and under the conditions described below. 
Vfuen measured by contact thermocouple after 20 minutes operation 
of the appliance shall not exceed the ambient temperature by 
more than : 
300C for metals or equivalent materials 
45° C, for porcelain or equivalent materials 
600Cfor plastics or equivalent materials. 
The test is carried out with the reference gas at its nominal 
heat output. 
·~ 
Temperature of the appliance case and protection Sf 
adJacent w5Mls 
I 
Requirements 
The-temperature of the appliance case, measured in the conditions 
given below, shall not exceed the ambient temperatUre by more than 
800C. However, in the zone limited by two parallel·planes 
situated respectively at 10 ~ above and below the horizontal plane 
containing the base of the heating body, the temperature of the 
appliance case may exceed the ambient temperature by llO'C, in the 
zone limited by two planes situated respectively at 3cm above and 
below the horiz~ntal pla~e containing the base ot the heating body 
the temperature- ot the appliance case may exceed the ambient 
temperature by 1300 c.· 
The measurements of the temperature of the surface of the appliance 
c~e are eff~cted during the examination of the s~rf'ace temperature 
oi the wall to which the applian~e is attached·i~ corner to check 
that wall temperature does not exceed the ambient temperature by 
more than 50" c. 
Details of the ear~Ying out of the tests are as follows : 
Test 
-
The· appliance·,. as supplied by the· manufacturer, is installed in a 
test corner,·consisting of a floor formed-by a·horizontal oak panel 
and of two walls at right angles formed by vertical oak panels. 
' The installation shall take due" account of· any clearances specified 
in the,manufacturer's installation instructions; 
The oak panels shall ·be 2.5 mm thick and finished in matt bla~k paint; 
their.: dimensions shall be such that they ·extend at least 5 cm outside 
the·corresponding dimensions of the appliance. 
·' I; 
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Thermocouples are incorporated into each panel at the centre of 10 cm _ . 
squares and penetrate the panels from the outside so ·that: the junctions · .' 
\ 
~e situa'f;;ed 3 lf:llll ~rom :the surface. taaing·.the appliance. ' 
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The burner is adjusted to its nominal heat input with reference gas 
at normal test pr~ssure. 
The water rate is adjusted so that the .inlet water temperature is 
below 25°C and does not vary by more than! 0.5°0 dur~ng the test, 
the temperature rise of this water being 40 ! l°C for all appliances, 
whatever their output. 
The test is carried out in normal flueing conditions, i.e. 
- type A appliances (small water heaters) w:i.:th deflector 
- type B appliances with a 0.50 m flue 
type 
air 
c appliances set up as described in 
and clause 5·4·4 in non-vitiated air 
clause· .5·,.4•3 in still 
(all dampers open and 
fan stopped)~ 
Readings are taken, after the appliance has been in operation for 
20 minutes, of the surface temperature of the .appliance case and 
of the test wall te~peratures and, for appliances fitted on the 
floor, of the test floor temperature also. 
The hottest parts of the case are found by using materials such as 
. thermo-colourant paints. The exac·t temperatures at these spots are 
then determined by means of thermocouples placed so that the thermo-
junction is in surface contact. 
It is recommended that the appliance should be in a roam with an 
ambient temperature of approximately 2~C for this test. 
If it is observed that the temperature bf the surface of the walls 
of the test corner exceed the ambient temperature py more than 500C, 
the manufacturep shall indicate .in the bool:det of instructions for 
installation and regulation, the natur~ of .efficient measures to 
' 
protect the wall to which the appliance is fixed. In this case 
the manufacturer shall supply to the test station details of the 
protective measures de.scribed in the booklet and the test station 
shall verify that when these protection measures are carried out 
in accordance with the instructions in the booklet, the temperature 
of the surface of the walls of the test corner do not exceed the 
ambient temperature by more than 500C. 
.7( 
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ltS~ition : _:QFoss-lighting f llam2 stabilitl 
All Appliances 
Requirements 
When tested as described below, ignition and cross-lighting shall 
be assured. A slight tendency of the flame to lift'is permissible 
at the moment of ignition,·but the flame shall be stable thereafter. 
The flame shall never be extinguished by the influence of the test 
conditions. 
Test - Still Air 
Th~ tests ... shall be, carried· out with the reference gas at its nominal 
useful output·•. The tests shall be carried out on the cold appliance 
and again at thermal equilibrium.· Before. testing, the burner wtth 
its appropriate injector shall be adjusted as follows; 
The appliance shall .be supplied with the. reference gas corresponding · · .· 
to 'the category, at ~ormal test pressure so as to give the nominal 
;,; 
. ' 
' 1•, 
rate. If the pilot. has, an adjuster, it is adjusted to give the flame .. , 
length of the rate stated by the manufacturer. 
Without altering the-adjustment of the pilot of the burner, the inlet· 
pressur~ to-the·applianee shall b~ reduced to a value equal to ?O% 
of the ·normal pressure prescribed for the test gas in Annex 4•4-,_for 
' . '\,', 
" 
', 
the lst and 2nd family gases : · and to the minimum prescribed pressure . ..:1 
for Jrd family gases, in Apnex 4•4• 
: . . ; 
If the taps have ··a reduced -rate position, the .test .shall be carried 
. . ' 
-out for that position. 
Under .. these supply conditions, the ignition of· the burner by the 
' pilot sha,l~ be verified as well .as the correet_cross•lig~ting of 
' ,· 
the various parts of the bur~er. 
§upp±emeritary.tests 
All the tests shall be carried out with. t}le reference: gas at its 
~ominal useful output. 
Type A appliances are~lpped with a detlector. Type B appliances 
are regulated to the draught created by a flue pipe Oe·5 m high. /lo/ 
.., 
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Test apparatus for abnormal draught 
. (type J3 appliances) 
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The appliance is subjected to the effects of wind speeds of 2.5 m/s, 
5 m/s and 10 m/s from incidence an~les of 15•, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° 
and 90°, and, for each of these, for azimuth angles of 60°, 90° and 
120°. If the appliance is non-symmetrical, the number of incidence 
angles shall be continued through 105° 1 120°, 135°, 150°, 165°, and 
180°. For each of these 63 or as the case m~ be 108 conaitions points, 
it is visually verified that the requirements, as stated above, are 
met. 
At each azimuth angle, the three incidence angles at which the flame 
shows the greatest disturbance are noted, and at these points the 
fla~e of the pilot ru1d the burner shall be extinguished, and the pos-
sibility of re-lighting the pilot shall be verified. The appliru1ce 
shall be considered to have passed this test if it is verified that 
the pilot i5nites once in five attempts • 
. 
If at any ~~lr.;uth angle, l;he fl:u:1e oho~is no appreciaolci d.isfurbance 
at any angle of incidence, the possibility of re-lighting the pilot 
after the burner and pilot have been extinguished, shall be verified 
for an angle of incidence of 90° only. 
Practical considere>,tions 
To save time, the test for re-lighting of the pilot, as described, 
above should be carried out on the three incidence values or, as the 
case nay be at the 90° incidence value, for a particular value of the 
azimuth angle before altering the azDnuth angle before altering the azimuth 
angle. The CO content test, as described in clause 5.9, should also be 
carried out in the course of this test, again before changing the azimuth 
angle. 
t.J.2 
The Efficiency t'est ," as described in clause 4•5, should be carried 
. ' 
out in conjunction wfth these tests, so as to avoid having to dismantle 
' ·~ . . 
and re-mount the t'est equipment • 
. •. - ' 
fiesrnirement 
When tested as described below, ignition, cross-lighting and flame sta-
bility of the burner shall be correot. There shall be no flame extino.-
tion.t 
Test 
-
A suitable test apparatus is Shown diagrammatically in fi~ 3• · .. · 
It consists of a. completely enclosed loop ot ?25 mm by 400 mm rectangular 
ducting, through which air is circulated by a bifurcated. axial flow fan~ 
' . ' 
Velocity and pressure conditions are controlled by ~ eerie~ .of single 
leaf dampers. 
'"~. 
A wa.ter heater is supplied to provide an additional source of vitiation, 
its inlet being open to air and fitted with an air oontro~ slide Fe . , 
The test a.ppliaz;1ce is mounted precisely a.oco~~ to the manufacturer~" S.·, 
. •. . . . . ' . 
instl"',l.ctions on a long sid~ _of the duct, with the appliance at least 2 m 
above the top or the horizontal base limb and with at least 1 m of verti-
cal" duct above the appliance. Access panels are provided on the. back 
of the mounting panels to faoili ta.t.e the ·fitting of the sampl~ tU;bes 
and thenn9oouple. 
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The flow in the duct may be measuredby an anemomet~which is placed 
1 m above the top of the horizontal base limb• A calibration factor 
is used to convert tiE_ ane11or.ueter reading to the:mean flow as determined 
by pitostatic tube traverses. To cover the flow range of 0.3 m/s to 
5 m/s, two interchangeable anemometers may be required. 
The test apparatus is desiGned to be operated either as a closed or 
open circuit, or in any condition intermediate between these extremes. 
In practice either the open circuit or an intermediate condition may 
be required. 
The appliance supplied with reference gas and adjusted to its nominal 
heat input shall be connected to the test duct shown in figure 3 and 
the- test apparatus shall be capable of peing c,.djusted to give the 
following conditions in the duct : 
1-.• an upflow of average velocity 2 m/s and a, co2 concentration of 
1. 6 % within the temperature range 600 C to 800 c. 
2. an upflow of average velocity 4.5 m/s and a co2 concentration 
of 0.75% within the tem::~erature range 400C to 600C. 
To obtain the required condition, (1 or 2) proceed as follows : 
- with dampers E and F closed, start the fan and control flow rate 
and degree of vitation in the system by means of dampers A, B, C and 
D. If it is required to augment the degree of vitation, open damper 
' F and light the water heater. Control the proportion of fresh air 
to re-circulated air by combinations of adjustments to dampers A, 
B and C ; damper D providing an overriding flow rate control. 
Operate the control tap and observe the ignition, cross-lighting and 
flame stability. 
7? 
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Reguirement 
I ' 
The ignition delay tor all appliances shall -not exceed 20 seconds 
when manual intervention is reqUired. Otherwise, this limit 
shall not exceed 60 seconds. The extinction delay for all 
appliances shall not exceed 60 se.conds. 
The tests shall be carried out with reference gas at normal test 
pressure. The appliance shall be adjusted to nominal.heat input 
if .necessary. 
After this adjustment has been made, the appliance, including the , 
pilot• shall be turned pff_ and allowed·to cool to ambient tempe~ 
rature. Gas should again b.~ supplied to the burner 1· the pilot 
' ' o • M 
'·lit and at the same time, the d,raw-off water tap. shall be fully 
' ' ' 
opened. It shall be verified that after a time equal to the 
_limit specified above, the· burner functions. 
. . 
The appliance shall then be left to operate at its nominal rate 
for at least .. 10 minutes .• , 
The extinction delay shall be·measured between the moment when the· 
pilot and burner are deliberately extinguished by cutt_ing off the 
gaa·supply, and the moment when, after turning on again, the gas 
supply is stopped through the action of the flame !~lure device. 
A gas meter or other appropriate device may be used to detect the 
. . 
closure. of the valve of the !lame failure device. 
Ignition devices 
I 
.Reguirem~nts 
When tested under the conditions given below the pilot heat input 
shall not exceed O.l? kW (n~t CV) or 0.187 kW (gross CV). 
' '1,, 
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The pilot shall ensure positive ignition of the main burner 
even when the rate of this pilot is reduced to the minimum 
required to keep the supply to the burner open. 
The burner shall ignite quietly at all the operational.rates 
required by the-raanufacturer, and shall not light back or show 
any prolonged flame lift. 
However, brief light back is tolerated at ignition or extinction, 
provided that it does not affect the correct performance. 
The pilot shall not be extinguished during ignition or extinction 
of the burner ; whilst in operntion it shall not shorten to such 
an extent that it cannot function correctly, e.g. burner ignition 
or operation of the flame failure device. 
The pilot shall be lit for sufficient time to produce normal and 
regular appliance_ performance, and shall continue to operate 
satisfactorily, even if the gas to the main burner is turned on 
and off quickly several times by_ the Gper.ation of the hot water 
draw-off tap. 
... 
The heat input of the pilot she.ll be determined by sup:.?lying it 
with the reference gas or gases at the maximum pressure," as 
prescribed for the test gas in Annex4.49 for gases of tho 1st 
family and at normal pressure for gases in the 2nd and 3rd 
fe.milies~ If there is a .pilot gas rat-e adjuster, the test shall 
be carried out_ at maximum pressure for the minimum section of 
gns vray with the gas for which the adjuster is designed. 
For ignition tests the main burner shall be previously adjusted 
to i10minal' heat input with reference gas at normal test pressure. 
The reference gas shall then be replaced successively by the 
corresponding fl~e lift and light back gases and the inlet 
pressure .shall be lowered to the minimum pressure prescribed 
for the test gas in Annex !J.•4• Tl1e pilot rate shall be decre:tsed 
to the minimum required to keep the gas supply to the main burner 
open. 
' 46 
c·omplianee with the above reciu:i.reme.nt~ shall then be verified. 
5.7. Governors 
Reauirement§ 
The gas rate of a governed appliance, when tested as des~ribed 
below shall be not greater than 7.5 % above or 10 % be'low '{fhe 
gafi!.V01Ul1le rate to which .the appliance is adjusted in the test. 
l~t f~ly gases and for 2nd family gases shall not vary by more 
than .:!: 5 %. 
Test 
·-
If the appliance has an adjustable governor, it shall be adjusted 
to give the nominal gas volume rate with reference gas at'the 
. normal pressure prescribed for that gas in Annex 4•4. Keeping 
the initial adjustment, th~ ,.su~ply pressure s_hall be varied . 
. . 
between the minimum and maximum pressures prescribed.fo~ the test 
gas, and the gas rate shall be measured at each pressure. ·This 
" . . 
test shall be.oarried out for all the reference gases for which 
the governor is not put out of act~on. 
I •' 
5.8. Overheatin6 of WattH: . 
Reguifement 
. When tested as descril:>e·d below the highest flow temperature 
recbrded shall' not excee-d the t'emperature for which the'· appliance 
is set to operate ·by· more than 20o c, and in no. ofrcurnetances· 
shall·tha temperatute of the water exceed 9~' c. 
Test 
-
With the. cold-water temperature be~ow 25°C, the appliance shall be 
adjuste~ to th: nominal h~at i~put and to a water ra~e.cor~esponding 
to a temperature rise of 500 c. 
·'When thermal: equilibrium is reached, the -hot water draw-off tap 
shall be quickly closed. Aft'er 10 se·conds it shall be re-opened 
quickly a:ld the highest flow temperature measured with a rapid 
indicating thermometer. 
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co2 is measured by a method accurate to within 5 %• 
The CO content relative to the dry air free products of combustion 
( 'l'heorical combustion) is given by the formula : 
% CO = % co2 (Theorical combustion) x 
[eo] 
!C02 I 
.__ j 
(measured 
in the 
samples) 
The values of % co2 (theorical combustion) are given for the test 
gases in table 5. 
Table 5 : co2 percentages 
designation of g&s I GllO 
% co2 (theorical 
I combustion) 
I 
G20 G21 
1 
11.7 112.2 
I 
l 
l ' 6 ! G25 ~ G2 
! ! 
I I 
111 .. 5! 11.8 
I I l i 
I 
I 
The CO content relative to the dry air free products of combustion 
may al~o be calculated by the formula : 
%eo x ~o-j (measured in the selected sample) 
,- l -
102 !being the oxygen content (%) in the sample • 
..J 
The use of this formula is recommended where it gives greater 
-· -
accuracy than the formula bases on 1Lco2J!content measured in the 
selected sample .. 
5.9.2. Tests in Still Air 
An applian~e of type A or B is placed in a suitable ventilated 
room with the back surface as near as possible to a wall anu in 
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 
A type B c;,ppliance or a cype A appliance fitted with a draught-
diverter is subjected to a draught created by 0.50 m flue. A 
type A ap~liance is also tested with its deflector. 
Xl/614/74-E 
,, \. 1 
A type C appliance is tested in still a1r installed as indicated in 
clause 5.!.,3. a.ecor'.in~:: ·t:o. -~:·•e· nuiDufS:Oturers i:1s·~·:r:'l\c~io~u:. 
... ·~:'~c· "lu.:.·.- _- ·: .• ~·; , 
A type Cz applianc~ is. tes~ed in still air, installed according to 
'' ', .
the manufacturer's instructions on the test duct described in clause ~· _,:: 
5·4·4· with all dampe~s open and the. fan not in operation. 
Whatever the type, the appliance is first tested with the reference 
gas or gases ·in the cate·gory to which it belongs, and which are set 
out in Annex 4.3. table 8. 
- for an appliance without a governor or gas rate adjuster, the 
test is made by supplying the appliance at the maximum pressure 
.. --indicated in Anl'lex 4-.4. · 
' .. 
...... for_· an Wlgoverned appli·ance· with a gas rate··adjtts-t~· th~ test 
is made with the.burner adjusted to give a rate equal to 1.10 
times the nominal rate 
.. 
-"'for' a governed app'iiance· the test is made by bringing the burner 
.. rate to a value 1.07 times the nominal rate for gas·G 110 or 
1.05 times the nominal·rate for gases·G ·20 or G 25., 
An appliance with a gas ra,te adjus~er or governor, which is 
immobilized for one or several gas families, is tested successively 
according to the various supply cases defined. 
After the test with the refere~ce gas or gases the appliance is 
tested with the incomplete combustion ·limit gas in the category to 
which th.e appliance belongs and which is given ·in Annex 40:4. · 
In the three cases cited above the appliance is : 
(I)- Supplied with the reference ga13, 1 .. the.heat input b'ei:hg adjusted 
to a valve equal to 1.05 times th:e nominal rat_e. · · 
{II)- Supplied wi'th th~ corresponding· incomplete combust~on limit 
test gaa,· Without changing either the adjustment of the. 
appl~ance or the supply pressure. 
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5.10. Aptit'lde with gases other tht.n the reference .sases 
Requir'Clme?J.ts 
The under-mentioned specified tests must be carried out with 
accurate results,-(~ee test for ~eieran;e gas), - relative to 
pilot, cross-lighting and flame stability. 
Test 
-
The burner is supplied with the rBference gas corresponding to the 
ce.tegory, at nornal test pressure so :lS to give the nominal rate. 
If the pilot has an adjuster, it is adjusted to give the flame length 
or the rate stated JY the manufacturer. 
'ilithout altering the adjustment of the pilot or burner, the reference 
gas is replaced successively by the various limit gases for the 
appliance category and defined in annex 4$1 table 7, the supply 
!Jressure being brought to the values given in : annex 4.4 table 9 .. 
The tests exe carried out under the following conJitions : 
- Normal pressurG for the "sooting1" limit gas 
~ : the appearance of yellow tips is accepted if it does not 
produce ce.roon deposits. 
- Maximum pressure for the 11 flame lift" limit gas 
~ : a slight tendency to lift is accepted ; a governed appliance 
is adjusted wit~ the reference gas so that the heat input obtained 
is 10 % higher than the nominal .heat input 
- Minir,mm pressure for the light back limit gas 
- Under the sup,ly conditions given in clause 5·9~2 for the incomplete 
combustion limit gases. 
ANNEX U:I 
: ... .::. : .. ;..:Te~ms 1 . Def1nit:ler.is .. 'and .·.a;yilbQls , 
2• Appliance ComRonents 
a.l Appliance with sealed combusti.Qn ·circuit' (rdom seRled,appliance) : 
,. An ·appli8Ji'2a· · 1n which the combustion cireui t (air intalte, 
combustion chamber, exchanger, products .outlet) is ·sealed- in 
relation to the place where the appliance is installed. 
The appliance is either : 
- ·a balanc'ed flue appliance, in which the appliance is connected 
to_ a special device in the outer wall by two duc.ts, one bringing 
in the combustion air and o~e evacuating the products (balanced 
flue). · · 
- a sealed duct appliance in which its appliance is connected to 
a common duct bringing in the combustion air .. and evacuating the 
· produc'ts (sealed). ·· 
2.2 ~uxiliarl eguipeent 
Embraces the accessory devices of an appliance, e.g. taps, flame 
,. . failure and ignition devices, governors, thermostats, etc •• 
2e):Mechanical joint (or mechanical means of.obtaining soundness). 
A connection device assuring soundness.in an assembly, of' several 
parts, generally of' metal, e.g. conical joints, o-rings or flat joints. 
The part of an appliance tor oot;lnection to the flue, fo~.ev.acuat­
ing the combustion products. 
• •• < 
A device placed in the combus·tion produc't·s circuit of an .appliance, 
to reduce the influenee of draught and down-draught on -the burner 
performance and combustion. 
-2.6~~ 
A component.which affects .. the g~s(air mixing .and ensures the gas 
- combustion-. · 
It may be one of the two types : 
- aerated burner : a burner in which all or part of the air 
necessary for combustion, called primary air, is entrained 
by the gas jet and is mixed with the gas before the burner 
port, the complement of air entrained at the port is called 
secondary air. . 
- non aerated burner : a burner, in which the air necessary tor. 
combustion is entrained entirely from the atmosphere at the 
burner port. 
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2~7 Pilot 
A small burner which ignites a reain burner by means or a flamo. 
2.8 :Restrictor 
A device with u calibrated orifice, which is placed in the path 
of the gQS flow between the inlet connection of the appliance 
and a burner, to create a pressure drop and thus reduce the gas 
pressure at the burner to a predetermined value for a given 
supply pressure. 
2.9 Gas rate adjuster 
A device allowing the gas rate to a burner to be set at a pre-
determined value according to the supply conditions. 
The operation of changing the setting of this device is called 
the adjus~~en~ 9f the gas ~ata. 
2.10 ~~ter rate adjuster 
A device allowing the water rate to be pre-set to a prodeterrJ.ined 
value according to supply conditions. 
2.ll.Water TaE 
A..devico to control· ·the flow of water through· the· avpliance. 
2 .. 12 Tap handle 
' A manually operated component used to open, lJartially open or 
·close a ·tap. 
2.13 Gas governor 
·A device which provides a sensibly constant pressure or gas rate 
........ downstr.ea.>n when. the· up-stream ·prossure is variable. 
2:.U, Tem]Jerature selector 
A device which allo'ws the selection of .the desired water flow 
· temperature. 
2.15 Ignition device 
A device to ignite one ore more burners. 
It me.y be, for example 
- either electric (resistance, spark, etc.) 
- or thermal (pilot). 
12 .. 16 Injector 
A component part which admits the gas into an aerated burner. 
3' ... 
2.17 Flame .failure devic~ 
A device including a sensing element which causes the gas 
supply to a burner to be opened or closed aQcording to the 
presence or absence of the flame. whi~h activated the sensing 
element. · · 
Gases. 
Classification of gase@ 
The gases capable of being used are classified ·uf .three · · 
families, .. in a~cordance with their Wobbe numbers, as indicated 
in the fillowing table : 
Table 6. 
j Family 
I MJ/m: referred to ·' ! 
! Description Wobb~ number in 
I Gross Calori'fic i Net Calorific 
' Value Value 
i 
First ! Manufactured 123.8 to ~1·4 :2r~5 e·o 28.'7 
! 
• I i Second i Natural 
I 
148.1 
. I . . ' . . 
... Group Hj to 57·9 43·4 to 52.4 , .. 
... Group Li j41·3 to 47.3 . 37.1 to· 42.7 
.. I I 
Third J Liquefied ! .. • •• I ••• 
1 
Pe_troleum 177~4 to 92.4 7~~o.to 85.3 
• 
t, .-. 
' 
3.2 Reference Gas : . . .. .. . , . 
. The gas of each family or gr.oup which,. in· general· corresponds 
·to that most generally used, and· for whic}?. ·th·e ·appliance is 
designed. 
.,• 
Limit Gas : 
. 
The gas which corresponds to the extreme variations of the 
characteristics ot the gas distributed. 
Test Gases : 
The reference and limit gases used in the tests referred to 
in this direc~ve. 
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4.6 Yellow tipping 
,,, 
s.1 
A phenomenon characterized by the appearanc€ of yellow 
colouration at the top o·f the blue cone of aerated flames. 
Testi.fl.~ 
-
Gas - Reference con~ttions 
The atmospheric conditions under which the gasos are tested 
are dry gas at 1013 mbar pressure and at a temperature of 
15° C er 00 c. 
s.2 Q_as suppl~ test pre~sure 
The r~lative static pressure measured at the ga$ inlet 
connection of the' appliance. 
5 .. 3- Gas rates 
Gas rates are determined in the steady state conditiqn, when 
all the parts have been reached thermal eq~ilibri~m. 
5.3.1: - gas vwmo rate : 
The volume of gas in cubic metres passed in unit time, 
corrected to referenceoonditions. 
- gas mass ra..t2 : 
The mass of gas in kilograms passed in unit time under 
reference conditions. 
Nominal water rate 
The rate obtained with the nominal useful outp~t of the 
appliance for a temperature rise of 25°C. 
5•5 Heat inuut 
' ' . ~ . 
The product of the volume or.mass- rate and the calor~fic value 
(gross or net) of the gas brought to the same reference 
conditions. 
!).,$.11 Nominal heat inuut 
The heat input calculated from the.nominal useful output, 
assuming a conventional efficiency of 0.84 (on net c.v.) and 
of 0.75 (on gross C.V.). 
Useful outpu,t 
i . ' ' 
The quantity of heat absorbed by the water drawn otf, during 
unit time • 
.§"'6.11 Nominal useful output· 
I 
The useful output declared by the. m~ufac~urer and marked.on ~ 
the appliance. ..: - ..... 
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5~ 7 Ef.ftci.£lJS.Y-
The ratio of the useful output to the he:1.t input, the two 
quantities 'being e~~pressed in the same unj.t,. 
5., 8 §ouE,9E,:~-~~ 
Freedom fron gas or water leaks, 
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ANNEX IU •. ,. ' 
Classification of Appliances 
·3-.1 .Qlassif',1~tion ,in cate~_ories, in accordance with. the family 
or~ f-amilies of' gas which may. be -used by the· appliance. 
Gategory.~~~liances are those designed to be used with 
gases of' only one family or, possibly with -gases of only one 
group of' a family, at a fixed gas supply .pres.sure. 
Categor¥ II appli~ces are those designed to be used with 
gases of' two families, at a fixed gas supply pressure. 
Category II~ appliances are those designed to be used with 
gases of' all three families at a fixed gas supply pressure. 
Sub-classification of CategorY_t appliances. 
Category I appliances are sub-classified as follows : 
Categor.z Appliances desisned to be used 
I2 • With all second family gases • . 
12HL • With all second family gases • • 
I2H • Only with gases of Group R of the • 
second family .. 
I2L • Only with gases of Group L of the • 
second family. 
!3 • With all third family gases. • 
Su~~ssif'ication of Cate~ory II appliances. 
Category II appliances are sub-classified as follows : 
C~tegor~ 
II12 
II12HL 
II12L 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Appliances desi5ne~ to be used 
With all gases of the first and second 
families. 
With all gases of the first and second 
families. 
With all gases of the first family and 
with gases of Group L of the second 
family. 
With all gases of the second and third 
families .. 
With all gases of the first family and 
with gases of Group H of the 2nd family. 
~.,...... 
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A'QFJ-.?.~n<z E!~ ... ~i~.£.:'L.!2...PJL::.~~£ 
With all gasss of the sec~md and thjrd 
fa.rnilies, 
With all gases of the t,z.ird ::a.mily a.nd 
with eases of Group H of th8 second family. 
'vVith all gases of the thiro. family and with 
gases of Group 1 of the second family. 
3e.2 .Q1.~~-:ttS.'itio}}..:in_,:Up~·~·' according to the method of evacuation 
of the products of combustion. 
.!):pe c1 
• 
• 
Unfl~ed appliances. 
Normal flue appliances~ 
Balanced flus applic=mces cotlmunicating directly 
with the outside atmosphere in which a duct con-
veys the air for combustion from the open air 
and the products of corabustion ar9 removed through 
a separate fl11e or duct in which an extractor fall 
is used if necess~ry. 
Sealed flue applj_ancas communicating i 1:ldi.retttly 
with the outside atmosphere and in which a 
ccmmcn duct convey3 the air for combustion and 
carries away the products of combustion. 
3.,3 .£;.~i:f.L!2.§i<?.E2:.££.o.!.:£.?-n~ th~ .. Jio,m2;na1. Qs~l Outpu}. 
Appliances are classified ac·~ording to their nominal useful 
output : 
(i) RrnaJl water heaters 
(ii) large water heater6 
q .. .-- -·w-------------·"''"'""-
nominal usei'ul output less than 
10 k\7o 
: nominctl 1J.~9ful outr;u~; 10 kW 
to 30 kW. 
(iii) hot wcc,t er dis"::rilntors : nominol us.:;;ful output over 
-----·---------~------- 30 kW .. 
A:rpJiaL1r.es are clas3ified accor.:Ung to the water pressure 
in · ... he appliances ao ~ 
££2..§'.::fJow~.~2..~1-A!l-~ ~ The wate:c tap is placed ttpstream et: the 
app::'...ia'lCe, wl1ich is d.esisned to allow the water to flow freely. 
k.9:!Y;:R~.l!;~l?.£..1J.an.c.~~ : The water tap is placed downstream 
of the appliance, the suyply pressure limited to 2~5 ba~. 
3 I I 
Formal pressure o.ppl:i.~.9.2! : The water tap i.s placed 
downstream of the appliance, which is designed to be 
connected t.o a water supp~y system with a .maximum 
pressure of 10 bar. 
High pressure aPI~lie,Eces : ·The water tap is placed 
downstream of the appliance, which is designed to be 
connected to e. wc.ter supply system with a maximum 
pressure of 13 bar. 
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ThG cl1o.r,qcteristic:=; of the i;est gases and their 
desig:1ations are g::Lven in Table 7. 
JABLE 7 - Test g~s characteri~tiE~ 
~--------------------·----------------------------------------------------~.----·~ 
3rd 
family 
Reference 
Gross 
CV 
MJ/m3 
I Relat.ivpl 
I density l ( • '1 ) . , /.l.r;;;. .. _, 1 
I I 
-! 
0.411 I 
2.0?7 
2 
The compositi.on of the tes.t gas shall ·be as close as possible 
to that stated in Table. 7 and the Wobbe ·number shall be within 
.:t 2 % of the value stat:er _ .. this toler:ance in~~udee the error 
of the mensuri~s· equipment. 
The purity of the constituents of· the test gases shall be not 
less than the value set out below, unless the composition of 
the final mixture· is i-dentical with that stated in Table 8 · 
99 '%' 
99 % 
· 95 %) ·wit~ a·total content of a2 ,co 
90·%) and o2 less than 1% and a tota.l content 
95 %} o~ N;2 and co2 less th·an 2 % 
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·· For limit gases G21, G22 and G23,_.'natural gas of group H_ may be· uaed,·i···
1 instead of methane to make up the test gas. For limit gases G26 and .: . 
G27, a natural.. gas. of .. e;l-ther group H or group L may be used· instead · .. ~ 
of methall.e• :. 
' . 
·· ··For· limit gases G21 ~ · G23, G26 ·and, GZ7 ~ the constit·u~nts stated in the·: :. 
Table · 5 may· be varied,- provided .. · that the final mixture has a Wo bbe 
number within + -2 % of the value given in the· table for tp.a··corres ... 
pending limit gas, 
For limit gas G22, the constit~ent~ .. m~Y.~l-~9 be v.aried, pr.ovided 
that the W'obbe number lies within 2 % of the values stated, and· 
provided also that the final mixture contains 35 % hydrogen. 
Use of Test Gases 
• 1~ ... 
The test·~et out in Clauses : 
Obtaining the nond:r:.~ rat_e. 
Burner resistance to overheating 
Ignition, cr~.s~-lighting, !lame stability 
Ignition devices 
' ., .t.. • o 'V • • 
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, .. ' ··, ...... 
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Governors 
Cor.;bu.stj on 
3 
A:)titude for use with gases other than the reference 
gases, shall be carried out with the.g'lses as defined 
i•l Annex 4.•. 1., 
In the tests given in other cl~uses in order to facilitate makine 
up, the reference gas may be rapl~ced by a gas actually distrib-
uted, provided the following require:-.wnts are sc.tisfied 
simul t2.neously : 
(i) the burner is &djusted to sivc the same heat input as 
with the reference gas - the'injector may be cjange~ 
if necessary, 
(ii) the :9rimary aeration rate shall be apprcxir:ately that 
obtained with the corresponding reference cas by 
adjusting the supply pressure. 
When c,n appliance may be used with gases of several groups or 
fan·.ilies, the ref0rence and limit test gases used shall be as · 
given in Table 6 for the category of gas for w~ich it is 
proposed to test the appliance. Before testing, the burner 
shall be adjusted to use t.ne reference gas at the nominal rate. 
The test shall be ~ade with tee injector adjusted to correspond 
to t~e refere~ce gas of the group to which the limit gas used 
i~ t!le test balongs. For cc.tegories r2 , rr12 and III23 , J. 
the test with G27 shall be made with a single injector 
corresponding to G20 and G25 - gases. 
TABLE 8 : Appliance category test gases 
'l'EST l . I2 I2HL I I2H I I2L I~ . II12 . II12HL I - - -
incomplete 
combustion 
__ -···· _ _light back 
flame lift 
I yellow tips 
~. ~ '~ _, J ........ 
I 
i I f 
G2l 
! G22 I I 
I G27! 
ll 
...... ,_ -, -
.. 
G21 
G26 I G21 
G22 l G22 
--~ G27 G23 
G21 G21 
• - ~ t , __ .-- -·.. .... .... - ' 
G26 
-
G25 G32· 
G27 G31 
G26 i G30 
I 
G112 
t I .. I f ' G 21 G 21 I G 26 . G21 I G21 'I G21 I G26 G21 G 26 . · G26 - ' G26. I G;-;; . G1)21 G112 G22~1 ~3-2-_+-t -G-,,-2 
j j J 
G 21 
l G 27 G 27 G 23 G 27 
G 21 l G 21 
I 
G 21 l G30 I G30 j G}O ! G30 ; G30 
I l I ,. i 
t 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
• 
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4•4 Test ED'L~SJt~ 
The values of the test pressure, i~e~ the pressure supplied 
at the a?pliance gas lL~it. Gas inlet s~all be given in 
Table 9. 
These pressures and the corresponding injectors shall be 
used in ~ccordance with the requirements given in the 
country in which the appliance is to be installed. 
TA~bE 2 - Test Press~~~ 
Type of 1 Nor::.1al test }:ini:num test 
. Gas 1 pressure in pressure in 
I I ~~ ~~ I t----,_,..----·--.-+---------•c J 
• ! I I i lst family
1 
8 1 6 I gas t 8 l 7,5 
. ~ --n-~1 i ~~~,-.,._,, __ w-.••·~-----+----------+ 
2nd familyi 18 j 15 
gas group , 20 i 18 
H ! I 
l 
I 
__...,-! 
l ' ' ~ '~',~ ~ : 
l'..NNF.X A :· . _. . ;. 
1. Procedure 
The applicant must supply the following documents: 
a) Plans and diagrams drawn to"an adequa:&e scale, at leastl:2.5, showing 
the construction of the appliance and all parts which are essential 
for its operation• 'l'he plans must show· the dimensi-ons 1n· accordance 
·with inspection requirements. They should' preferably be pri'nts from 
tracings; 
-b) ·A .photograph of the applia:.nce of format 13 ·x 18. cm; 
o) Handbook and instructions (which will aocorupany mass...prod.uo~d 
appliances); · 
a:t Complete desoi-iption. of th~ "appli~ce .,and its main. component.s.; ':L:noluding: 
1. Type of construction and category of appliance; 
2·. Nature .of gases iik~ly to be used; · · 
3. Manner of affixing and louating the data plate and its D:nscriptions; 
.,. 
I 5· Interollangeabili ty of the most impOrtant parts of the appliance, ;,m~·· . , 
~~a~ as t~ps, control devices, safety devices, types of injector: 
which may be fitted depending on the gas used. 
e) Sizo and wijght of the appliance. 
/. I 
2. !!nination for ·J!lE<:J- ;a:mzrova.l· .. · 
At the tine of EEC approval the Member State shall 
-take all neces~ measures to satisfy itself that the appliances 
offered for examination actually fulfil the requirements laid down in 
L.rticle 7 of this Directive; 
-verify that the documents submitted conform to the requirements; 
- oa:rry out on the appliances offered for examination the t4sts laid 
down in Section 4 of lll~~ex I and verify that they conform to the 
characteristics specified; 
-verify that all particulars required to be shown on the date plate 
affixed to the appliance (Annex 0) are complete and legible; 
- issue the approval certificate far the model conforming to the re-
quirements of this Directive, together with the record of the tests. 
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1. ,!2',.,c;?c.r,at,ory to ~~,J;C verificc.tion 
The nanufact~~or or his authorized agent shall ?lac~ at t~e disposal of 
t:1e inspection authority~ 
the EEC approval certificate; 
the records of inspections carried out during the manufacturing cycle; 
all documents Hhich c:,ttest that every neces~::ary stGp have been taken 
in respect of proC.uction of applic:"nces conforming with the model which 
h:;,s obtained l!I80 epproval. 
2. ~t the time of ~TIC verification 
The inspection authority shall 
confirm that the ap'lroval certificate has been obtained~ 
confirn that an effective inspection syster.1 ha,s been put into operation 
by the manufecturer~ 
- select from v1i thin the production line, or preferably at the enCI_ of 
this line, one or more appliances for t~e purpose of subjecting them 
to such tests and verifications as it considers necessary. 
Special attention must be paid to tests relating to safety, >vhere the 
rete of·'industrial production may affect the value of some parcJUetcrs. 
., 
ANNEX C 
~11 data and instructions contained in this lJanex which must ~company the 
appliance Shall be in the language of the country wher~ t~e-a,pli~ce 
is to be put into service or in one of the Oo:nmuni ty l~ngul3.ges acceptable 
to that country. 
2. Date pla;t,E2, 
An irremovable data plate divided into two sections (see ~bs~quont axample) 
mus"!: .be affixed to each appliance at a place which is visible when the 
appliance is installed, or in such a position that it is visible. when 
the cover i:s"removed. 
On the first section sho.ll be shmm the date..· which- seciil.res · :r:r:~e . tftovenicnt 
of the appliance, that is: 
- designation of the appliance; 
-the ''£" s~gn of oonformi ty according to the specifications in Jumex-I 
to the Directive; 
- the category of the appliaroe; 
-the rated o~pn.oity of the ,appliance expressed in kW. 
On the second section of the.plate shall be shown 
. . 
- the name of the manufacturer or person responsible for placing the 
ap,liance on the market; 
- manufacture serial number; 
- the appliance type; 
- the ma.ximum water preasu.re, expressed in bal·s, for which the applianoe 
may be used; 
- the gas supply pressure for the third family of gases, expressed in 
millibars; 
- the nature and pressure of the gas for which the appliance has been 
regulated by the ma.nu.facturer to one of the pressures shown in .tu:mex 
3.4. (e.g., G25 gas at 25 mbar). 
In Member States where several pressure connections are used for the 
third family of gases, the pressure to which the~applieJloe has been 
regulated, shall be stated; 
- the dimensions of thG connections to the water and gas supply systems; 
- the diameter of the damper outlet pipe for category B appliances. 
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a = 70 mm 
~'------~---~=~-~"---------~------------? 
A 
v 1~ 8355 SE (6) t B (7) 'i 13 bars 
I G25 20rnb<r(l0) l 83 mm 
I 1/2 15 r.o.m(l2) l 1/2 15 m.'ll l 30 mbo.r (9) 
1. Designation of the appliance in six languages. 
2. 11 :-: " me..rk of conformity. 
3. Class of a,pliance. 
4. Rated capacity of the a~pliance, cxpre.s~ed in kW. 
5· Hanufacturor' s nc...'tlc or r.1ark. 
6. lranufacturo seric:,l number. 
7. Lppliance type. 
(8) 
(11) 
(13) 
t 
l 
8. r:a.Jd.mum water pressure, expressed in bars, for which the ap~)liance may be 
u.seci; · 
9. Ga.s S1.J.pply pressure for the third family, exprcsE:ed in milliba-r.s; 
10. lfature and pressure of the gas to \'rhich the appliance has been regulated 
by the m~ufa~httror. 
11. Di::t:uieter of the darhpe:D outlet pipe for category B appliances. 
12. Dimensions ofconneotions to t~c water systems. 
13. Dimenoions of connections to -the gc:.,s systems. 
to-:; 
3. Instructions for use 
The instructions for-- .use, ·pt>inted on durable .paper t sha.ll be supplied with 
each applia.n0e and must: ·· . . ., . -1 • J 
- be entitled· "Instructions for 'Use"; 
- include the method" of use; ' .. 
- specify th2.t the appliance must be in.stalled by a specialist and that 
conversion or· the appliance for use with other types of cas shall be 
ca.t-ried but by a qUa-lified fi:tter' or ''by ·an:· orgenization; 
. ' 
-~lain the normal operat-ions involved· in.use of the app-liance· and 
in cleaning by the user; 
-specify that~ in the interests of. -the. user,- it-is recommended that 
periodic ad.justg.tent of the appliance be carried out J• 
- include a. glrlde to -.the types of products recommended by· the. manufacturer 
for cleaning the appliance; 
- state the precautions to be taken against freezing; . 
- specify the recommendations to be made to prevent incorrect u'Sage og 
the appliance; 
. ' 
- state, in the oase of an appliance without an outlet tube for products of 
combustion, the normal conditions of use, and state. in particular that the 
appliance must be operated only for short periods of time. 
4• Technical isstruoliQllS for installation and.-oonve,rsion 
Each appliance shall be acoompa.nied by instructions givhmg information on 
oorreot installation and on re~lation, performance and maintenance Qf t~e 
appliance. These instructions must attract the attention· of the f:ttt.er to 
the conditions laid down in Section 5.3 of lmnex I to this Directive, re-
lating to· the thermal protection of thewalls. 
The following information shall also be supplied: 
-minimum size of the pipe to which type 02· appliances may be connecrj;~d; 
- general description of the appliance, with illus-tions of the mcdn com-
ponents and, where appropriate, of their assembly and r3assembly;(·:\.E:-
m·:rv.- illustration of the removB,ble 9omponents and instructions on reassembly 
to avoid ro~ faults; . 
- where necessary, inst~~otion for regulation of the gas; 
- a3 table giving the calorific value and the flow rate in dm3/min or m '/min for the various categories of gas; 
- teohnioal information on the inscriptions on the data plate; 
-minimum water pressure at whioh the appliance m~ be used; 
inst~ctions for conversion of the appliance to othar types of gas, and 
details on the changing and readjusting control and regulating components. 
These instructions shall be supplied to and retained by the ~ser. 
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Alr.JJEX D 
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Table 10 given as an example in this !~ex must be ~pplied in accordance 
vri th the folhdng equi valences g 
l.l. i\.n appliance belonging to n given category r:1ay be marketed :;,s an c:"ppli-
nnce covering a more restricted. Wobbe index range, p:roviied that the 
adapta-tion conditions laid. down in Section 3.8, Table 31 are fulfilled, 
that its state of ndD.ptu.tion corrGsponds to thnt in the country in 
;-Jhioh it >vill be marketed and that the inscriptions on the elate- plate 
correspond to its adjustment. 
This equivalence is recognized in principle, without the appliance 
being subjected to neH tests. 
SupplerJ.entary tests mc:.y, however, be u1ade for the pressures c:.nd Hi th tb?' 
test gases used in the country in which the appliance it to be marketed 
where: 
- the operating pressure in the country in which the appliance hciS been 
examined differs froru thnt in the country in which it is to be mD.rket·· · 
the D.ppliance, fitted with regu1ating componentD 1 whether sealed or r, · 
is tested undGr the same conditions as the original category 1;ori th tee-'-
gases which differ f.r-.orn thosa in the country in which it is to be mar-, .. 
ketea; 
In all ce,ses, these supplementary tests shall consist at the most of 
those referred to below and laid down in Sections 4.2, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 
5.7 and. 5·9 of-this Directive: 
- obtaining the rated flo1-1 1 
- ignition, i·.1tei'--igni tion7 flane stabili ty1 
- ignition and extinguishing safety device, 
- ignition device, 
... gas-pressure regulator, 
-burning. · 
- I~. category I2 appliance for G 20 at 18 r.J.illibars and G 25 n:t 25 millio-
bars nay be mnrlcetod as a category I,...H appliance for G 20 at 113 milli·· 
b~s and as category I 21 appliance f3r G 25 at 25 millibars \"Ji thout S",) 
mcntary testing, . 
- a category I 2r 1 c,p::;:>lirulce fo:r G 20 nnd G 25 c.,t 20 millibars m:1-y be 
marketed as a 1category I 2H appliance fol~ G 20 at 18 milli:Jars, or 
as n category r 2 applinnce fm."' G 25 at 25 millibars, if it passes the relevant tes~s laid do\"m in Sections 4.2,_ 5.1~, 5.5, 5.6, 5· 7, 
and 5.9, after any necessary chang~ of injectors ond/or after senling 
of the regulating components in the a~propriate positions. 
)CJ r 
- a category III appliance may be marketed as an appliance of a:ny other 
category if the pressures and the gases emplo;yed in the tests are the 
same as those for that other category. 
If, however, the test pressures· and/or the test' gases are different, the , 
tests laid down in Sections 4.2, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5~~ and 5·9 of this Direoti\~ 
must be carried out after the injectors have peen changed, if necessary, 
·and for after sealing of'the regulating componen~s in the appropriate 
positions, if they are not laid down for the class concerned. 
1.2. /m appliance belonging to a given category may be marketed as an appliance 
·belonging to anothex- category, but covering an.identioal Wobbe index· ;.-ange, 
provided that the adaptation conditions laid down in Section 3.8, Table 3, 
are fulfilled, that its state of adaptation corresponds to ~hat in the 
country in which it will be mark~ted and that the inscriptions on the plate 
supplied on delivery correspond to its adjustment. 
Houever, cu.wlementary tests may be made for tlie test pressures and with 
the test gases used in the oountry in which the appliance is to be marketed 
where: 
-·the operating presemre in the country in lorhich ·the appliance has been tested 
differs from that in the country in which it is to be marketed, 
-the appliance, fitted with regulating components, whether sealed or not 1 
i il tested under the same oondi tions as the original category with test 
gases differing from those in the country in which it is to be marketed. 
In a.ll oases, these supplementary tests sho.ll consist at t:he most· of· those 
referred to in Sections 4.2, 5.4, 5.5, 5.61 5•7 and 5.9 of this Di.I'eotive. 
• J • • • 
~]210.,1:! 
- a category I 2 appliance may be marketed as a category I2HL appliance provided that it passes the tests laid down in Sections 4~2, ;.4, 5.5, 
5.6, 5·7 and 5.9 for the test pressures and test gases used for category 
I2HL and.sthat it ha$ appropriate injectors; 
· - a· oategocy I .. appliance may be mark:eted as a category I 2 appliance 
· provided tha~Hft passes the tests laid down in Sections 4.2, 5.4, 5·5• 
5.6, 5.7, ruld 5.9, for the test pressUres appropriat~ to oategory_~2 • In 
addi·tion, regulating components, where present, must be blanked oft""'and 
sealed in the appropriate positions. 
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1. 3. · .'...n c..pplianoe lielonging to a particular category may be marketed as an 
appliance in a category covering a wider range of Wobbe index values 
prov::i ded thaJt it oonforr.1s with all the manufacturing charatoristics 
of the now catesory contemplated. 
In addition, it must be subjected to the tests referred to in Sections 
4.2, 5·4, 5.6, 5·7 and 5-9 of this Di~octivc, using the test gases of 
the new category co.utemplated. and the appropriate test pressures. 
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T/.J3LE 10: Examples of ca.tego:ries of appliance . me.rketed in the Membe:r States .. 
. 
•, 
! 
II12·+fl12.HL! II12 H t 
t I • 
I2 L I3 II23 IIz HL3 II2 H3t III 
; 
Country I2 I2 HL I2 H t 
I I • I yes I - . j I . - - l J.'i. yes (1) yea t yea yes exoept t G 26 I 1 I i 
B yes yea 
"ll 
c yes yes I yes 
. 
D yes. ye• I yes -L~~J .. yes, e:x:ce:pt l - G 120'" G23 ' • 
'C ii'· : I 
t E I I 
F 
i yes yes yes yes yes, except I 
G 1201 G 25t 
G 26, G 2.7 
I 
J yes 1 G yes i 
H 
t 
yes t yest' l yes I ~ I .. 
(1) In +he oase of c:.pp1ianoes in category I 2 HL fitted with diffusion-type burners, rep1acGIDent of the burner is 
peroitted,when a change. ie t<..• be made from a goup L gas to a. e;roup H gas, and vice versa.. 
